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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1974-75

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
September 30, 1974
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

October Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, October 8, at 3:00 .E_.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
?-1-2)

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of September 10.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Replacements on standing committees--Professor Thorson for
the Policy Committee.

· 3)

3.

Proposal concerning amendment to Faculty Constitution-Professor Regener for the Policy Committee.
(Statement
attached.)

P· 4-15)

4.

Proposed alternative to Tenure Task Force recommendations-Professor Cohen for the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee.
(Statement attached.)

P· 16-17) 5.

Institution of a test requirement for all graduating
seniors--Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits Committee.
(Statement attached.)

p. 18-19) 6.

Proposed policy statement on academic freedom and tenure
at UNM's Gallup and Northern Branches--Professor Cohen
for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
(Statement
attached.)

• 20)

Report from Faculty Policy Committee--Professor Regener.
(Statement attached.)

7.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
October 8, 1974
(Sununari zed Minutes)
The Oc tober 8, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty, held in the
Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3: 11 p.m., with a
quorum present.
The s ummarized minutes of the meeting of September 10 were approved as
distributed, without formal action.
Profe s sor Thorson, for the Policy Committee, recommended the following
changes in standing committees: Gwen Argersinger for Joel Jones on
the Univers ity Community Forum, Douglas Ferraro for Sei Tokuda and
Karl Schwerin for Donald Simonson on the Research Policy Committee,
Pet er Lupsha for Fred Mondragon and Allen Kneese as an alternate on
the IS RAD Executive Committee; also William Johnson as chairman of the
Registration Committee and Alfred Parker as chairman of the Athletic
Council . Additionally, a second undergraduate student member was
reconunende d for the Computer Use Committee, i.e., two instead of one .
These reco~endations were approved by the Faculty.
The ma tter having been on the table since the September meeting as
requ ired, Professor Regener, for the Policy Committee, reintroduced
the p r oposed constitutional amendment concerning the method of voting
for amendments and moved that the proposed wording, as included i n the
agenda materials be modified to the extent of deleting the word
"subsequent" w-iere it first appears and thus clarifying the intended
meaning . This motion was approved, and the Faculty then voted by more
t han the required two-thirds majority to approve the proposal , as
~odified, for transmittal to the Regents. The section, as approved,
is as follows:
"Article IV, Sec. 2. Amendments: This Constitution may be
a mend ed by a two-thirds vote of those voting Faculty members
respo nding to a mail ballot after presentation twice to the
Faculty for debate in meetings at least four weeks apart and
subsequent ratification by the Regents."
As requested at the September 10 meeting, the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee presented a proposed alternative to the Tenure Task
~orce recommendations for a Tenure Position Plan, this proposal being
l~c l uded with the materials accompanying the agenda. Extended
discus sion included the consideration of another substitute plan-- i . e . ,
a modified version of the Logan plan that was discussed at the
September 10 meeting--and the defeat of a proposed amendment which would
have . placed limitations on temporary appointments by specifying
P:ecisely in what circumstances such appointments might be made . A
mi n~r change on page 8 of the AF&TC proposa~ was approve~, ~aking the
maximum and n ormal probationary period for instructors six instead of
s even years , and the committee was also asked to revise page 9 to

-
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Ci~J
delete the references to required meetings with outside consultants.
As thus changed, the Conunittee's "Tenure Plan for the University of
New Mexico" was approved by the Faculty for transmittal to the Regents.
Dean Weaver, on behalf of the Entrance and Credits Conunittee, submitted
a proposal for the institution of a test requirement for graduating
seniors and moved its adoption. Discussion of the proposal was
interrupted when a count of the voting members was requested, such a
count revealing that there were fewer members present than the required
eighty-two.
The meeting adjourned .at 5:27 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
October 8, 1974
The October 8, 1974, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:11
p.m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
to order, please.

I would like to call the meeting

First item is approval of the summarized minutes of
the meeting of September tenth. These were distributed
with the call to the meeting. Are there any corrections,
revisions, additions? If not, if there's no objection, the
minutes are approved as distributed.

Approval of
Summarized
Minutes of
September 10

We have replacements on standing committees.
Professor Thorson.
PROFESSOR THORSON
On behalf of the Policy Committee
and the Committee on Committees I would like -- I will go
through all of these and if there are any questions I will
answer them. And I would like to ask the Faculty to approve
the following replacement on the University Community Forum,
Professor Gwen Argersinger of American Studies to replace
Professor Joel Jones who has entered the Central Administration.
And on the Research Policy Committee, Professor
Doug Ferraro for Professor Tokuda, and Professor Karl
Schwerin for Professor Simonson.
The two chairmanships which were not announced in
the distribution last spring of committees, I would -the Policy Committee would like to nominate Professor
Johnson as chairman of the Registration Committee, and
Professor Al Parker of Economics for the chairman of the
Athletic Council.
We would also like to propose Professor Lupsha to
replace Professor Mondragon on the ISRAD Executive
Co;itAee for the term for 1974 to 1977, and Professor
Al
~neese of the Economics Department to the alternate
position on that board which is a year-to-year appointment.

Replacements
on Standing
Conunittees

c-; ,, .
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Like to put those names before the Faculty for
approval.
HEADY
It's been moved that those replacements and
the committee chairmanships be approved by the Faculty.
Is there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded .

HEADY
Any discussion? If not, those in favor
please say "aye"; opposed "no." The motion is carried.
THORSON
I have one more point.
I would like to
modify -- I would like to move to amend the Computer Use
Committee in the Handbook on page twenty-six; indicates
one student member.
The Computer Use Committee has
requested last spring and the Policy Committee approved,
but d idn't get it back to the Faculty to change that to
two undergraduate student members on the Computer Use
Committee .

Additional
Undergraduate
Student Member on Computer Use
Committee

HEADY
Well, the motion is to add one additional
undergraduate student to the Computer Use Committee and
make two undergraduates?
THORSON
HEADY

That's correct.
Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY
opposed "no."

Seconded.

Any discussion? Those in favor say "aye";
Motion is carried.

The third item is proposal concerning amendment to
the Faculty Constitution. Now, this is a proposed arnend~ent that was on our agenda at the last meeting, and it
i s subject to the requirements and the current Constitution
that an amendment must lie on the table for thirty days
before final action, so it's before us at this next
monthly meeting for final action.
At the last meeting there was an amendment adopted
by the Faculty to the wording that was originally under
consideration at that meeting, so we start from that base,
and that proposal, as reworded at t h e last meeting, was in
the material distributed to you.
It's page three in the

Amendment to
Faculty
Constitut ion:
Mail Ballot
Required for
Approval of
Constitut ional
Amendments
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materials.
Now, am I correct, Professor Regener, that there is
a proposal to do some rewording for clarification? If so,
I think it might be a good idea to know what that suggestion
is, and see if the Faculty wants to adopt that before we
discuss it further.
PROFESSOR REGENER
The proposal amounts to removing one word.
I read the amendment that is now before
the meeting:
"This Constitution may be amended by a twothirds vote of those voting faculty members
responding to a mail ballot after presentation
twice to the Faculty for debate in subsequent
meetings at least four weeks apart and subsequent
ratification by the Regents."
There are two substitutions here, one in the third
line before the end and one on the second line before the
third sentence. The first "subsequent" is misleading and
is unnecessary, I think.
It was pointed out to me that
that should be changed, and I think the simplest way to
do this is to remove the first word "subsequent," the first
time it appears, and then the proposal reads like:
"This Constitution may be amended by a twothirds vote of those voting faculty members
responding to a mail ballot after presentation
twice to the Faculty for debate in meetings at
least four weeks apart and subsequent ratification by the Regents."
I so move, Mr. President.
HEADY
It is moved that the word "subsequent" as
it appears in line four of the proposal on page three be
deleted. Is there a second to that proposal?
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

Been moved and seconded.
HEADY
sion now on that amendment?

Is there discus-

Ready to vote on the amendment. Those in favor
Please say "aye"; opposed "no." The amendment is carried.
Now, is there further debate on the proposal with
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that amendment? As I said earlier, this is up for final
action by t h e Faculty tod a y , and when we get to the time
you are ready to vote, a two-thirds vote of t h e voting
faculty present and voting, would be required to adopt
this amendment.
Is there discussion, further discussion?
are you ready to vote?

If not,

(Calling for the question.)
HEADY
Those in favor please say "aye"; oppos ed
"no." The -- well, I though t we migh t have to h ave a
hand vote at least, but I t h ink that clearly is a twothird s or more majority, so the amendment has been du l y
adopted and it remains for it to be submitted and
ratified by the Regents.
Item four, proposed alternative to Tenure Task
Force. Professor Cohen here? Do you want to come down
here , Sandy?
PROFESSOR COHEN
I am going to yield shortly, so
ma ybe I can do it from here.
HEADY

All right.

COHEN
In the confused closing minutes of the l ast
Faculty Meeting a motion was pass e d requesting that the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee prepare and present
at this meeting an alternate plan for tenure, alternate
to t h e one that was rejected at the last meeting .
In view of the fundamental nature o f what we a r e
attempting to do, and the inherent complexity of the
subject, one month was all too short and not too realistic.
In facing up to the assignment, the Committee itself
prepared a number of tenure plans, t h ree, actually. One
Was known as the Cohen Proposal, after its a uth or and so le
supporte r, and it fell by the ways i d e . And I mention that
only because there are a few of you who k n ew a bout it and
might wonder what happe n e d.
In connection with wh at we fi nally decided, you
have a number o f re l evant p i eces o f paper which mi ght h a 1e
confused you a little bit, and I would like to clari f y
that before I put a proposal on t he f loor.

Te nure
Position Pl a n
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The Committee itself, after considerable debate,
accepted the proposal which is reprinted in t h e agenda.
Associated with that is a statistical report, which is
incorrect, and should be removed and replaced by a handout which I hope you received, because I didn't when I
entered the room.
HEADY

This is a replacement for page thirteen?

COHEN

That's correct.

HEADY
This was not received in time to be distributed to you through the mail, so if any of you do not
have copies of substitute -- of the corrected page
thirteen, there are copies available.
If you will raise
your hand we will try to get copies to you.
I would
suggest we wait until we get those distributed.
Does everyone have a copy of revised page t h irteen
now?
COHEN
For those of you -- and I understand there
are some who spent some time trying to make sense out of
the original page thirteen, I apologize, because it
doesn't work out.
But the excuse is we were working in
a hurry.
You have also received through campus mail another
proposal.
This was one of the proposals consid ered by
the Committee, but not adopted by the majority, and it
is not the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee's recommended approach.
It was distributed to you at the request
of the Committee of 'Department Heads in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
They l earned about it, req uested distribution, and I saw no reason not to make it generally
available as a matter of information.
With that much as background , I think the appropriate procedure would be to move that the report of th e
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee be adopted by t h is
body and recommended to the Regents for their consideration, and I so move.
If there is a second
THORSON
COHEN

Seconded.
-- I would like to have the floor to y ield
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to various persons for a little bit of explanat ion.
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded, and before we
proceed I call to your attention that the motion has to d o
with the plan that appears on pages four through fifteen,
I believe, in the agenda material. The other proposal t h at
was referred to from the department chairman in Arts and
Sciences was also distributed through the mail, and I hope
you all got it. If anyone does not have that, and would
lik e a copy, if we have any extras h ere we would provid e
t h e m to you. That's dated October 2nd, 1974.
Professor Cohen.
COHEN
I think since we are debating the motio n o f
t h e p lan t h at is proposed, from my standpoint it would not
be inappropria te in the debate to compare with the oth er
p lan to really argue it in terms of these alternatives as
well as whether any of them should be approved.
One of t h e considerations that led us to accept t h e
proposal that we did accept, was a conclusion based on
s t atistical analysis of a sort of manpower flow of
accessions and departures and so on, that was in a table
t h at was distributed to you.

I would like to yield to Professor Peters -- h e is
he re, I hope -- and ask him to go over those figures for
us.

Peters?

HEADY
Do you want to come up here, Professor
I think it's a little easier to hear.

PROFESSOR PETERS
You stick your neck out any time
you try to deal with some of these numbers, but it was the
first time that I had an opportunity to get a feeling for
myself as to what the numbers of Faculty in various
positions within the University, excluding the Medical
School, and that school is not in here.
We are, and as a result sort of how the number of
people in tenure positions tends to generate itself over
the next few years.
I think the i mportant thing s to s t art with are the
existing composition, six hun dred eighty-one fu ll-time UNM
faculty, almost four hundred with tenure -- three hundred
e ighty-nine as of this fall.
About t wo hundr ed to a
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hundred and eighty-six on probationary appointments, and
about a hundred -- actually a hundred and sixty on nonprobationary or temporary appointments.
Now, if you look at the last, almost two years,
there is a problem there because some of the data that I
had didn't quite go back two years. The number of faculty
holding probationary appointments is already declined from
two hundred eighty-six to a hundred and eighty-six. That's
a decline of a full one hundred.
At the same time that the tenured faculty increased
by a little over fifty, from three hundred thirty-seven to
three hundred sixty-nine.
I think that's significant
because when you try to generate some assumptions,
reasonable assumptions about the future as I did in this
replacement page for page thirteen, you ask yourself what
would happen in the numbers of tenured faculty given a
reasonable assumption about retirement rate, more than
assumption, really, based on some statistics for the past
couple of years, a figure for a movement rate of probationary faculty into tenure, and then also some figures
on the nonreturn rate of probationary faculty and nonreturn
rate of temporary faculty.
Those two are based on recent experience.
I did not have actual figures on the rate of movement of probationary faculty into tenure.
I suppose
those could be dug out.
It seems to me those would be
something that we would have, but it didn't seem to me
with five six-year tenure periods that that rate could
exceed fifteen percent annually.
So in this table, corrected table that you have, I
have generated the appearance of the faculty using round
starting figures of four hundred tenured, two hundred probationary, and a hundred temporary. That makes nice
round numbers to start with.
This shows what the complexion of the faculty would
like very possibly under three assumptions: one, a
hundred percent replacement of nonreturning faculty by
temporary appointments. That is, of course, a very
extreme sort of position.
100 k

Secondly, fifty percent replacement -- I am sorry,
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this is replacement of tenured and probationary appointees
who do not return -- three assumptions: a hundred percent
replacement by temporary; two, fifty percent replacement
by probationary; and three, a hundred percent replacement
by probationary.
Basically what happens is it doesn't look to us as
if these different policies affect too greatly the number
of tenured faculty over the short period.
If you look at policy one, of course you see the
probationary numbers being drawn down fairly rapidly
because they are being replaced by temporary people.
If
you look at policy two, they are drawn down less rapidly
but the number of tenured people has not changed that
much between alternative one and two, or perhaps between
alternative one and three. Of course, what does change
is the balance of faculty between temporary and probationary categories of probation and tenure.
All of the options, it seems to us, generate a
fair number of what's called here "open positions." That
is really open to hire, that's positions that are created
by the retirement of various ranks and our positions
would be under certain administrative assumptions, reallocated among departments.
I think the basic reason this happens is because
of the rates involved, the nonreturn rate of tenured
faculty is about four percent per year.
See, that's
about sixteen tenured faculty disappearing for retirement or other reasons.
If you have a fifteen percent movement of probation
faculty into tenure, on a basis of two hundred probation
faculty to start with, that's about thirty, and it doesn't
t~ke much fooling
around with these rates to create a
situation where the movement of probation faculty into
tenured positions is not replacing the tenured faculty.
You can look ten or fifteen years, perhaps, to a doubling
of the retirement rate of tenured faculty.
I think it
could go seven-and-a-half percent, and those numbers are
known for people who are now on the faculty.
If you begin to bring the movement of tenured
faculty,of probationary faculty into tenured positions
down , wh Y, more stringent application
.
· .
of tenure po 1 icies,
You could well brinq that perhaps down to ten percent per
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year, and then you are in a near equilibrium.
Ten percent of two hundred is around twenty, and
six percent of four hundred is around, what? -- twentyfour.
You are getting very close in there, and this
happens when you extend these simulations out somewhat
longer periods and vary the rate slightly.
It's conceivable to me that the possible changes
in policy, better incorporated in the suggestion of the
AFAT Committee, would result in actual kinds of equilibrium over an eventual decline of number of people in
tenured positions, if indeed that is the concern.
So as this goes along I will try to answer any
questions that come up about what I have done.
HEADY

Thank you.

COHEN
Like to yield to Professor Howarth for a
presentation of some general considerations behind our
proposal.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
I think I would like to add one
or two comments about the way this plan was produced, to
amplify what Professor Cohen has already said.
There were essentially three schools of thought
from among the membership of the Committee, and three
proposals were made.
This plan which you have in the
materials submitted with the agenda represents, hopefully,
the best of these various proposals together with some
additional points which we incorporated at the suggestion
of other members of the Committee.
I think that the statistical data suggests that the
concern about flexibility may have been exaggerated somewhat. As Professor Cohen argued eloquently at our last
meeting, we should apply some preventive medicine rather
than planning for surgery in dealing with this problem,
and this is what this proposal attempts to do.
The -- there is essentially no major change in this
Pro~osal compared with the existing policy -- existing
Policy document, except that a number of very specific
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suggestions are made for making that policy work.
I think
it's clear that in the past the policy has been misused in
a number of ways, and a number of specific proposals are
incorporated in this which would hopefully prevent this
happening again.
I personally don't feel that these are
the only ways, or necessarily even the best way.
It would be nice to have such discussion on these
specific points, so I won't detail these.
I hope everybody has read them, but the point I would like to make
very strongly is that the evidence for tampering radically
with the existing policy on tenure is by no means overwhelming, and I think that a rather conservative approach
to changing it is in order.

now.

I don't think I have anything else to say right
All the material is in the document.

I will pass now and open it up to the
COHEN
general debate.
HEADY

All right.

Is there further discussion?

PROFESSOR GREEN
Certainly would like to express
thanks to the Cammi ttee on Academic Freedom and Tenure for
whipping this thing up.
That's a terrible job trying to
put all these things together, and the statistical treatment certainly is convincing. And this is the information
that we really needed to know, so I am very strongly in
favor of the proposal that t1ey have given us .
.
There are just two things that I felt should be
included. Although this is not a formal amendment of our
policy on the Academic Freedom and Tenure, it does change
some of the provisions, and I assume later on the
Committee will come back to us with formal things if this
is approved by the Regents.
So I would like to put two things in.
be a formal amendment when I get to it .

This will

. On page nine -- on page nine they have been discussing about review midway through the probationary
period and at the end of that paragraph it says:
"If the faculty member's progress toward
tenure is considered unsatisfactory, he or she
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will be given a contract for more than one
additional year only in exceptional circumstances, and with the approval of the dean and
Academic Vice-President."
My feeling is that this is a little too restrictive: that this in effect will almost halve the period for
probation, and this is the period we feel should be given
to a probationary person to prove his worth.
So what I am proposing, then, and I will make the
following amendment, in place of the last sentence we
would say: "If the faculty member's progress towards
tenure is considered unsatisfactory, a further determination shall be made by the chairman and the tenured
faculty members as to whether they recommend t h at the
faculty member be continued in service in the expectation of his overcoming such shortcomings as may have been
found." Or that "the faculty member not be continued in
service after the expiration of his current contract,
provided that adequate notice as defined in Section Four
of the current policy of Academic Freedom and Tenure be
given."
In the latter case, that is if they decide to let
him go, the procedures given in Section Three (g) (ii) of
the current policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure shall
be followed.
Now, here is another different thing that is put
in. The department chairman can, if he believes there is
adequate reason for it, institute a review of the progress
of a particular faculty member on probationary status
towards tenure at any time during the probationary period.
Such a review would follow the plan of the midway review.
That is the amendment that I move.
HEADY
I guess the transcriber has it.
have it, John?
MR. DURRIE
HEADY

Do you

No.

Is there a second to the proposed amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.
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HEADY
Do you want it read again, or is it clear
enough at this point?
GREEN
Perhaps I should go over and say what it
tries to do.
We have the mandatory review at the midway
period. Perhaps I should go back a little before we had
that, the Committee wanted to make a yearly review mandatory for people on probation, because we didn't feel that
people should be suddenly socked at the end of a five-year
period and told this.
This was no good.
So we originally
wanted a yearly review.
The chairman felt, however, that this was impossible,
he would be spending their time doing nothing but reviewing
people. So the midyear mandatory review was put in as a
compromise.
We also felt at the time t hat -- in fact, we almost
put it into writing for the proposed amendment -- that the
probationary person who had certain shortcomings found in
his work should be able to count on the support and help
of the tenured members of the department to overcome these
shortcomings.
This was later left out.
But you see, the idea is that people do not come to
the University as fullfledged hundred percent star performers, and it does take a while to learn the job, and
that we should help the profession out by helping the
probationers during this period.
Now, as I said, I feel that the proposal that we
now have is a little abrupt in saying at the end of the
midterm review, if they are not satisfactory one year is
the most they can be given, then they are out. This
strikes me as being too abrupt, so I am proposing that we
have two courses at that point: one is that if the faculty
feels th~ this is a worthy person who will develop, that
he be told of these shortcomings and helped to improve
Whatever it is.
The other one is in the -- now, if this is not
decided, the other procedure is in line wi th the current
policy, which simply says that he is not carried past the
current contract& But I did put in the other provision
because we must give oroper notice according to our
st
~
andards in the book; so there was that.

c~
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The additional point is that part of the reason
that we maybe offered other plans this afternoon, I hope
we will not, is that there appears to be no mechanism
explicitly in the policy for earlier or later reviews.
Now, I do think that we want to put this in explicitly, because it may be very important to do this, in
particular cases.
In fact, we may want to give somebody
tenure earlier for obvious reasons that come along.
In
that case the chairman could feel perfectly free to institute this review and then possibly recommend that.tenure
be given with the next contract.
So that's it.
HEADY
The motion has been made and seconded.
there discussion about it? Professor Cohen.

Is

COHEN
I would like to have you look at both the
language and the tone of this proposal.
The tone quite
clearly represents the consensus of the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee that tenure evaluations have not
been sufficiently rigorous in the past.
The proposal to the extent that it changes the
present situation at all, changes that feature of what is
now intheHandbook.
I don't know that what we are proposing here is all that abrupt. There is provisions for
an annual review.
If that is appropriately made, at the
conclusion a person is not satisfactorily -- it cannot
come as all that much of a shock.
There is also a difference between unsatisfactory
and a candidate that requires some improvement. One can
be in the state of benefiting from counsel and needing
counsel and so on, than being totally ready for tenure
and still not be satisfactory.
.
This essentially is the reason why we h ave written
in a need for outside consultants. A person who can come
on the scene and in an objective manner, without any
deferences to personal considerations, give the benefit
of his conclusions.
.
So while I am not prepared to fight to the wall
against this amendment, I do think it lessens the general
s~nse of an increasing rigor in the whole tenure evaluation process.

32
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HEADY

Dean Wollman.

DEAN WOLLMAN
I would like to submit a substitute
motion, and I would like to do it at this time because it
may affect how we would vote on John's amendment.
HEADY
Now, this is a substitute motion for the
basic motion, not for the amendment.
WOLLMAN
The basic motion and the amendment.
I am in order to do that.

If

HEADY
That's what I am trying to figure out. Do
you have any advic,e for me, John? -- and I t hink Professor
Dick is here, perhaps he can tell me whether, when an
amendment to a main motion is pending, a substitute motion
to replace t h e main motion and the a mendment is in order.
I am not sure about that.
PROFESSOR DICK
My understand ing is that unless
the proposer of the original amendment wants to withdraw
his proposal, you should act on the amendment to the
mot ion that is before house first.
HEADY
All right. I will ask Professor Green
whether he wants to give that consent or whether he wants
us to dispose of his proposed amendment first.
GREEN

Why do you want to d o that first?

WOLLMAN
Because if the substitute motion that I
am prepared to make would be acted upon favorably, it
would eliminate the need for this amendment. And since
i~'s a relatively complicated amendment, I thought we
might just save some time in doing it through this route.
GREEN
I will withd raw that, if it can come back
after the substitute motion is disposed of.
HEADY
tute motion.

All right.

We will then h e ar your substi-

WOLLMAN
I would like to mo ve t h at we accept in
lieu of the original motion, the tenure plan for UNM that
was subsequently distributed t h rough the mail, with the
foll owing changes.
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HEADY
Now, we are talking about now the one that
was distributed on October second?
WOLLMAN
Distributed under a covering note of
October second, and the heading is "A Tenure Plan for UNM,
(Gil Merkx and Henry Ellis."
Now, the changes that I would like to make as part
of my motion will bring this motion a little more closely
to the
HEADY
If you don't mind, Dean Wollman, Susanne
Burks from the Journal has just come, and would like to
be admitted.
So I would like to ask if it's agreeable to
you if there is a motion
WOLLMAN

I move she be admitted.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Any debate? Those in favor please say
"aye"; opposed "no." Motion carried.
WOLLMAN
The changes that I am going to recommend
will bring the motion a little more closely into correspondence with what the deans of the College of Arts and
Sciences had been considering over a period of a couple
of years.
We began to examine our appointment and probationary rules before the question of a "steady state" faculty
and the problem of appointments that that generated, and
we believed that there would be meritorious changes that
could be made along the lines of the Merkx-Ellis proposal.
I think that the statistical data that Bill Peters
gave is apropos to this proposal just as it is to the
~riginal motion that was made. What I would like to do
is recommend the following changes in language, if you can
re~er to your own copies it will just make it a lot
quicker.
On page three, paragraph two, delete the first five
lines, including the word "however."
HEADY

This is paragraph numbered two?
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WOLLMAN
Paragraph numbered two, on page three,
delete the lines beginning "In order," and delete through
the word "However." That paragraph will then begin, "The
normal initial contract at the instructor and assistant
professor levels will be a term appointment of three
years."
Continue the next paragraph as it is written down
to about the seventh or eighth line, beginning, "Appointment," and delete that sentence so that that paragraph
will read, "The faculty member may be offered a second
appointment of three years. The decision on whether
tenure is merited according to the Handbook," et cetera.
HEADY
one sentence?

The only change there is deletion of that

WOLLMAN
That's right.
de lete the last sentence.
HEADY
WOLLMAN
that sentence.

And in the next paragraph

Beginning "The essence of"?
Yes, beginning "The essence," just delete

On the next page in paragraph three, there will be
some additions. The additions are inserted at the end of
the first sentence so the first sentence will read,
" Temporary one-year' appointments may continue to be made
in various parts of the University to fill" -- and this is
the new material -- "to fill positions on soft money,
to replace people on leave, or whenever an appointment has
been made so late that normal search procedures have not
been followed."
At the end of that paragraph, insert the clause
after the word "involved," "or may be reappointed under a
term contract."
.
The next change is in paragraph six, and paragraph
six would read as follows "Probationary periods for new
f
'
aculty members," insert "at the rank of associate
professor and professor shall normally be" -- and then
delete in the first line of that paragraph the words "who
are" and delete the next four lines through the words
"a .
ss.1.stant professors."
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HEADY
All of the language beginning with "who
are," and the next four lines through "assistant proffessor"?
WOLLMAN
The next four lines through "assistant
professor" so that paragraph will now read, paragraph six,
"Probationary periods for new faculty members at the rank
of associate professor and professor shall normally be
four years for associate professors, and three years for
full professors," and then continue on.
Now, there would be a few other minor editorial
changes that would be required to bring the whole document into consistency with this language, but this in
essence deals with the important features.
Now, what this is is an appointment procedure
whereby everybody given a normal appointment at the instructor or assistant professor level, would be given an
initial three-year contract. At the end of that period
the contract would either be renewed for another three
years or would not be renewed. At the end of the second
three-year contract, the individual would either be given
tenure or he would not be retained at the University more
than for one additional terminal year period. He could
be given a terminal year-contract at the end of the first
three-year contract.
Now, this is an appointment and probationary system
that is and has been in effect at most of the major
graduate institutions, major universities, of which I am
familiar.
The East Coast, Middle West, and the West
Coast. It is a system that is used at the University of
Colorado , with one slight variation -- if I recall
correctly they h ave a sequence of three contract periods.
1 think that in the discussions with the chairman it
seemed to us that this was a procedure that would allow
us to handle tenure decisions on a more orderly basis.
We would get a more systematic evaluation of people
periodically, and since it is the form of system that has
been working at most of the major institutions in the
c~untry, we have a long period of successful experience
tnat they have had with it.
For those reasons, we felt that it would be most
buitable for adoption here.
So I move that this proposal
e adopted as changed.
s .

C~i.3G
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HEADY
All right, the motion is -- it is a motion
as a substitute for the motion made by Professor Cohen,
and the substitute plan here with the changes that have
just been reviewed.
Is there a second? I am not sure
whether we 1ave a second.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Is there disIt's been moved and seconded.
cussion on the substitute motion? Professor Regener.
REGENER
I think that t ~1e motion made by Dean
Wollman can only have the effect if approved that we are
now admitting this proposal to the agenda of today's
meeting along with the other proposal.
It cannot have
the effect, if approved, of removing the original proposal from the scenery. This can be done later, if an
additional amendment to the original proposal is allowed
and voted on, and then the original proposal can be voted
down, and then the new proposal can be voted on. But
this cannot have the effect even if it's approved of removing the original motion from the agenda, I am afraid.
HEADY
Well, I guess
again, because my assumption
adopt the substitute motion,
and becomes then the subject
adoption, or nonadoption.
Arn

I need parliamentary advice
had been that if you were to
it replaces the other motion
for further amendment and

I correct in that, Professor Dick?

DICK
That's my understanding, yes. A substitute
motion really could eliminate the original motion.
HEADY
If this substitute motion is rejected, then
we automatically revert to the original motion.
That is my ruling, Professor Regener, and I do it
on advice of parliamentarian, subject to appeal to the
body if anyone wishes to do so.
If not, we will proceed
With debate on the substitute motion.
Dean Adams.
DEAN ADAMS
I would like to ask Dean Wollman if
he would be willing to accept one addition in language.
In Paragraph three at the top of page four, following the

01 .3
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first sentence, he inserted a bit of language at the end
of that sentence , "to fill positions on soft money, to
replace people on l2ave, et cetera.
11

I would like to make one more insertion, with his
consent, as the first of those exceptions read "temporary
one-year appointments may continue to be made at various
parts of the University as visiting professors or associa te
profess ors, to fill positions on soft money, to replace
people on leave," et cetera.
WOLLMAN
HEADY

I accept that.
"As visiting associate professors"?

ADAMS
"Professors or associate" -- "as visiting
professors or visiting associate professors," that's
right .
HEADY
That was accepted by the maker of the
motion. I don't know who seconded it. Could I ask the
seconder -WOLLMAN

I accept it.

HEADY
All right. Unless the seconder -- I guess
the seconder has assumed these are agreed to, so the
substitute motion has the chan ~~ in it.
Is there further
discussion?
Professor Thorson.
THORSON
I would like to oppose the substitute
motion. I think this is essentially the -- for essentially
t~ same reason that the Faculty rejected, I was tempted
not to modify the minutes to show that it rejected
unanimously the proposal at the last Faculty Meeting,
because the heart of it on page t h re e , paragraph two -~aragraph numbered two, the normal initial contract of the
instructor and assistant professor levels would be a term
appointment, is essentially rejection of the structure of
tenure as it has been known at t h is University for as
long as I have been here, and I urge the Faculty to re ject
the s ubstitute motion.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

PROFESSOR MERKX

I would like to comment on
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Dean Wollman's proposal in relationship to the other two.
It seems to me all of the three proposals, whether
the original Merkx-Ellis proposal, the Wollman proposal,
or the Committee's proposal, do share one thing that's
different from the tenured Task Force proposal we rejected :
all t h ree proposals do specifically state tenure decision
will be made, and that was not mentioned in the other proposal, so that all three of these proposals seem to me to
be an improvement.
We do seem -- i t does seem to me, however, that we
have three levels to choose from. We have Committe's for
proposal, a minimal change proposal, the Merkx-Ellis
proposal is an intermediate change proposal which grants
the initial term contract but t hen switches people to
probationary contracts. And then Wollman's proposal, I
guess, would be a maximum change proposal . .
In both the Wollman and Merkx-Ellis proposal the
midterm review actually becomes a midyear contract system
instead of -- rather review.
I think in considering
these various proposals we should have two t hings in mind.
One is the extent to which the institution will benefit.
I think the tightening up of language of all t h ree proposals will help us.
For that reason, I will later oppose
John's amendment.
On the other hand, the second item to consider is
as to what -- speaking realistically -- to what extent are
any of these proposals likely to be accepted by the
Regents, or are we going to be slapped by their proposal
regardless of what we say?
Now, the Committee was split.
Some people felt we
should stand and fight on principle. Other people felt we
could, by coming up with a proposal that was reasonable
and that didn't affect the system too much, we might get
the Regents to buy i t and thereby avoid an ugly defeat.
I guess my feeling about Dean Wollman's proposal is
1 .think it would be good for the institution.
It would
t~ghten things up.
I know it works elsewhere.
I feel a
bit more comfortable with the Merkx-Ellis version which I
th'ink does some of the same things but does keep the proba t 'ionary language in for the second-year contract.
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I guess that's really -- I really haven't made up
my mind as to -- on this situation, but I do t h ink that we
should consider both issues, the political issue and the
institutional issue.
HEADY
I have been informed that we have spent
about forty-five minutes on this topic, which under our
rules is the limit. And obviously we need more time.
I would ask if there is a motion to extend the time.
FACULTY MEMBER

So moved .

HEADY
Is there any discussion? Those in favor
please say "aye"; opposed "no." Motion is carried.
Professor Hoyt.
PROFESSOR HOYT
I just am confused about Dean
Adams' addition of language. He said "as vi siting
profess ors or visiting associate professors" in paragraph
three. Why not also visiting assistant professors?
ADAMS
The point I had in mind, and I wo uldn ' t
ob ject to that, was the way in which this college makes
use of visit i ng appointments . When we are making a
junior appointment on a visiting basis, it is characteristic to replace somebody who is on leave or to take
advantage of some other temporary situation, which was
adequately covered by the language Dean Wollman had
already put in .
But frequently in some position such as one filled
presently by visiting Professor Beaumont Newhall, we have
a distinguished scholar who can come to us on a visiting
appointment, tenure is not involved, but it's not soft
money, it's not to replace somebody on leave, and would
not be taken care of by any of Dean Wollman's exceptions.
Therefore, I felt the need for the flexibility at the
senior level, which is principally used for distinguished
s~ho~ars at retirement age in other unive rsities, or
distinguishes artists, perhaps, who do not regularly
teach, to join the faculty . When they do so, they do so
characteristically in the upper rank s.
HOYT
I think the trouble I find with it is it
seems you removed the possibility that was in
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Dean Wollman's proposal to appoint visiting assistant
professors.
ADAMS
No, I didn't remove any of his language.
simply added more.

I

HOYT
But the whole of the first sentence in paragraph three now refers only to visiting professors and
visiting associate professors, with your language.
ADAMS
To fill positions on soft money, to replace
people on leave, or whenever an appointment is made so
late that normal procedures -HEADY
That is an additional category, is that
correct, Dean Adams?
ADAMS

Yes.

HEADY

It is not a modifier to what followed?

ADAMS

No, there is a coma in between.

HOYT
Then I suggest we could make it less
ambiguous by saying "visiting professors, visiting
associate professors, or to fill positions ."
ADAMS

Fine.

HEADY

Now, is there furthe r -- Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I may misread the delet ions
Dean Wol lman read, and I am sure he will correct me if I
have , but it seems a serious difference between the plan
we end up with, his deletions, and the original proposal,
the Merkx-Ellis proposal. And this comes out in page
three under Section Two in the second paragraph where he
made the deletion, "Appointment to a second three-year
appointment will automatically move the faculty member to
probationary status in respect to tenure," and so on.
.
Now, if that deletion goes in, I t~ ink that the
difference it makes is that if you dec i de to drop someone
a~ the end of that second three-year period, that person
Will not have available to him the appeal procedures which
now exist in the Handbook for someone on probationary
contract. He has dropped out the language of probationary

C.1.
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contract. He has dropped out the language of probationary
contracts.
The effect of this, as I see it, is a faculty
member then dropped at the end of hi s second three-year
term h as no recourse, he can't find out exactly why he
has been dropped, and he h as no appeal hearing procedure.
That seems to me a crucial difference between the plans,
and I should certainly like to see t h e original plan kept
without that deletion so that such appeal procedures are
available to the faculty member.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I would like to oppose this substitute
motion . In fact, I am astonished that we are considering
it seriously when only a month ago we rejected the Tenure
Task Force proposal.
The essence of Dean Wollman' s proposal is to
destroy the tenure system as we have it at this University.
It means that it will be a delight for administrators , I
think, because anybody can be gotten rid of very easily at
the end of this term appointment.
I think that much of this is giving -- this also
applies to the document before Dean Wollman made it even
worse, but the changes he has made are - - I just can't
understand why we should seriously consider this.
If we
adopt this substitute motion we are in effect giving up a
meaningful tenure system for this University.
HEADY

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I don't think the intent of this motion
~s to give up the tenure system, and I don't think the
intent of those deletions was to in fact do what you
~hought it did. And I think if that's the way it would be
interpreted, appropri~te language ought to be introduced
some place.
But what I thought we were doing was in effect
making all appointments, in effect, probations appointments , but with a three-year contract as t he character of
the appointment, so that all the appeal proce dures that
Would normally be available to anybody under our present
probationary system would presumably still carry t hrough
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here . So I don't know whether that is or isn't in answer
to your objection.
HOWARTH
Well, it would be if it were in what you
proposed, but it isn't in what you proposed.
HEADY

Professor Mann.

PROFESSOR MANN
I agree with Professor Howarth.
There is one thing that concerns me about this motion by
Dean Wollman, which I don't think we give much attention
to. If we want to have excellent faculty, we have to
protect tenure, but we also have to attract the best
young people that we can attract, and we are going to
drive away the best young people that might be availabl e,
(a), by having this type of policy. Young people, great
potential, simply will not be interested in taking the
risks entailed in coming to the University with this type
of tenure policy proposed.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

PROFESSOR MURPHY
I have been interested in the
debate and I am not sure where I stand on the three proposals, but I wanted to raise the question about competition for positions with other institutions, whether one
of these three plans is really general, and whether this
places us at a disadvantage or any one of the three does,
or at an advantage.
There is another factor that occurs to me, and I
really don't know how to handle it, but it's a question in
my mind , and that is that there are some positions in
Which there is -- there is an abundance of applicants, and
v~ry suitable people.
In others, there is fierce competition depending upon the field.
So that the position we
are go ing toward of "steady state" and have more than the
~umber of Ph.D. 's turned out every year than we can find
Jobs available for, there are still some positions that
are likely competitive because there are not many people
filling those particular fields.
.
I don ' t mean disciplines, I mean fields within
d i s cipl ines.
I don ' t know what the answer is, but I fear
serious complication from other institutions, and I don't
want to be p ut in a disadvantage in regard to filling
those slots.
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HEADY

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to respond briefly to what
Professor Merkx said about the realities of the situation.
I think his concer n is deep, and I think very honest,
but I feel at this point, Gil, that we have got to stand on
the principles and that if we end up being nibbled to death
by giving in our principles, and selling out the ability
of this University to attract good young people on a
regular probationary contract, I think t here is not much
sense, really, in staying here.
Now , if it ' s -- if it should happen that we pass
the AFAT proposal, and that is forwarded duly to the
Regents and the Regents reject it out of hand, I will
feel a lot better than if we sell out our present system
without at least asserting that this is a good system, a
workable system, and one which can make this a great
University.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
I think that the proposed substitute makes
it worse to everybody here . Besides, not only does it
tamper seriously with the present tenure policy, it also
does not work very well for the University, either,
because we would be stuck with somebody for three years.
What if you don't want them? How do you get rid of them?
I don't see that this does any good for either side.
I hope that we reject it .
HEADY
Is there anybody who hasn't spoken t hat
wants to go recognized at this point? If not, I will
recognize Professor Hoyt.
HOYT
In response to what Professor Thorson said,
I don 't think we would have any trouble at all in
attracting good young people on three-year probationary
contract - THORSON

But the information

HOYT
Wait a minute, I would like to suggest some
language to make it clear that Dean Wollman's proposal
does not convert these into something other than

'
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probationary contracts. We can do that by adding in paragraph two, just before the section that he is deleting,
in other words, some of them may be offered a second
appointment of three years, just a h ead of his deletion.
HEADY
HOYT
HEADY

Excuse me, this is on page three?
On page three in the second paragraph.
Paragraph numbered two?

HOYT
Paragraph numbered two down in the second
paragraph of that, it says, "If this performance shows
excellence or promise of excellence, and if the
University's need for flexibility permits, the faculty
member may be offered a second appointment of three
year s."
Right in there I suggest we add this language:
"Both of the three-year contracts will be, in effect,
probationary contracts."
I move tha: as an amendment.
PROFESSOR ELLIS
a comment .
HOYT

That is redundant, if I may make

Wel l, it makes it clear, in any event.

HEADY
Would you repeat the language again,
please, Professor Hoyt?
HOYT
"Both of the three-year contracts will be,
in effect, probationary contracts."
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It is moved and seconded. We will now discuss this proposed amendment.
Is there discussion on the
ame ndment?
Professor Regener.
REGENER
I would like to ask Mr. Hoyt what the two
words "in effect" are intended to accomplish?
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HOYT
It means it will be in meaning, the meaning
of the two contracts is that they are probationary
contracts.
If you want to take out "in effect," I don't
t h ink it would make much difference. In fact - HEADY
What language do you want to put in your
proposed amendment?
HOYT

I will accept "in fact."

HEADY
"In fact." So it would read, "Both of the
three-year contracts would be, in fact, probationary
appointment contracts."
REGENER
May I ask what the two words "in fact"
are meant to accomplish?
HOYT

Clarification, emphasis.

FACULTY MEMBER
Is there a way to speak in a
general way about this, is it proper to speak in a general
way?
HEADY
I would like to have discussion at this
point on this particular amendment so we can dispose of
it one way or the other.
FACULTY MEMBER
Well, I know this is inappropriate,
at what point can one speak in general about all of these
amendments?
HEADY
After we dispose of this amendment we will
revert to the substitute motion as a whole, and we can
discuss it as a whole.
HOYT
Mr. President, with the seconder's permiss ion, I would like to strike out the words "in fact."
HEADY
The proposed amendment now reads, "Both
of the term contracts will be probationary" -- "Both of
the t h ree-year term contracts will be probationary
contracts"?
HOYT
HEADY

Right.
Professor Schmidt.
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SCHMIDT
I would like to strongly endorse the amendment. It seems to bring out the points that I was speaking
to, namely, that the appeal rights for an individual are
protected in this way, and I think this is crucial to any
plan.
HEADY

Professor Bock.

PROFESSOR BOCK
Seems to me with this amendment we
have now arrived at the rather better thought out AF.liT
plan, and I think we should approve that as presented.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER
I think that the Wollman motion should be
deleted only because it caused an abrupt end to a motion
which was brought in by duly elected committee after a
month of tremendous work, and if we defeat the motion by
Professor Wollman we can still go back.
HEADY
It seems to me you are speaking to the
substitute motion. Let's see if there's any more discussion about this amendment first.
Is there not?
Hoyt's amendment?

Are you ready to vote on Professor

Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no."
The amendment is adopted.
Now, do you want to
REGENER
Now, I would like to repeat that I think
the motion should be defeated for that reason alone, not
only because many faculty members as well as myself are
opposed to it for other reasons.
HEADY

Professor Baker.

PROFESSOR BAKER
It seems to me the degree to
w?ich we are amending suggests that what we will end up
with has not really been adequately thought out. Can
you continue to read it and study it? We would perhaps
want to put in other amendments, and need help with the
Patch work.
I suggest we should defeat this and go back
to t e original proposal which has been worked on very
carefully, a nd which I would like an opportunity to
4
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discuss .

tute?

Is there further discussion on the substiHEADY
Dean Adams.

ADAMS
One of the principal differences, although
by no means the only one, between the Wollman substitute
motion and the Committee's original motion is the provisions in the Committee's original motion for the use of
outside consultants.
I would like to cite a few statistics and then ask
Mr. Cohen if he would tell us something of the Committee's
deliberations on this point.
Assuming from the data on page thirteen that we
would have about two hundred probationary faculty, and
assuming that it would be a fifteen percent review for
tenure in any year, as was one of the premises used in
that, and assuming further -- and I am not sure that this
is valid, but at least it will be a hypotheses -- that
about fifteen percent of that tenure faculty wo uld also
be at point midperiod review. We would see that thirty
percent, or sixty faculty members, would need to be
reviewed in that year.
If one thought of these outside consultants as
coming to us with reasonable travel expenses and
honoraria
COHEN

J ust get to the point and I will answer it.

ADAMS
Well, I have got up to a total d ollar
amount that is fairly sizable and equivalent to a number
of faculty positions. How does the Committee feel about
all that?
COHEN
I think the members of the Committee will
attest to the fact that I was raising about that type of
objection throughout.
I had hoped that in the debate on
the original plan that this sort of thing might be
thrashed out.
I personally feel that the Constitution arrangements are clumsy and expensive, and I think that part, as
far as I am concerned, needs considerabl e s t reamlining.
And it might be reserved for the final stage alone, or it
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might be set up in special situations.
I don ' t know. We
did not really get into that, and I think that outside of
these objections which I am now enunciating, I don't
believe too much was said about it.
I would think that - GREEN

Point of order.

COHEN

-- think that '· that does need clarification.

GREEN

I think this is speaking to the --

ADAMS
No, it was speaking what the difference
was between the two motions.
HEADY
No, it seems to me that it is appropriate
to discuss matters that might influence the faculty in
deciding whether they want to adopt the substitute motion
or the original motion.
GREEN

That could be amended out of the original

HEADY

It could, certainly.

GREEN

May I call for the question?

motion.

REGENER
HEADY

It is still open to discussion.
Which it isn't at the moment, right?

Is there further discussion on the substitute
motion by anyone who hasn ' t spoken yet? All right, I
will recognize Professor Merkx. Professor Ikle has not.
PROFESSOR IKLE
A very minor point that bothers
me, all three versions, general comments, the probationary
period for a full professor is three years. Can you
possibly entice a full professor with tenure from a
reputable institution to come here on a three-year pro~ationary period? It is certainly my experience that it
is totally unrealistic, and I think it's a fault of all
three proposals.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
Just to comment on that, the Tenure Task
Force proposal had a five-year probationary for full
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professors; we knocked two years off. This would mean that
the decision would be made in the second year, which seems
to be somewhat more realistic, or we could amend it to be
a two-year period which would be more realistic.
I am persuaded after the addition of Ed Hoyt's
language that the Wollman proposal is in fact -- saves the
day. I certainly don't see it as a selling out of any
kind of principle, if in fact we are just going to probationary contracts.
It says on a year-to-year basis for
three-year appointments, it seems better than what we h ave
now which is a one-year appointment.
The main difference between the Wollman proposal as
it now stands and the Committee's proposal consists of t he
fact that the Committee proposal envisions, suggests a midterm review, and the Wollman proposal is a midyear contract
provision on the contract, and I like actually having a
contract review because it's a harder kind of decision to
make, and maybe more rigorously made . But certainly with
the language in the probation I cannot oppose the Wollman.
HEADY

Professor Logan.

PROFESSOR LOGAN
I want to say that some of the
t hings that have been said should not have been. This
proposal includes the fact that the performance of the member . of the faculty member must be satisfactory, so we
do not have to give a three-year contract that is interminable for that period of time.
The comment that we can not hire good people was
already mentioned by Dean Wollman, most of the best institutions do this kind of thing.
So if we can't do it,
there 's something wrong with us rather than with the
system .
I think this is to the advantage of the faculty
member, and that has not been brought out, if in fact
the performance is not satisfactory that decision will be
made in the third year, quite explicitly that means the
person will be on the market the fourth year at the level
of assistant professor, and that is a much easier job
market to compete in.
If it has gone on longer than that and they have to
compete as associate professor, I think that having an
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explicit position at t h e end of three years is to the
advantage of the faculty member.
HEADY

Professor Mann.

MANN
I would like to speak to the point Professor
Logan mentioned.
I think we have to be realistic. We are
not going to get persons, and if we kid ourselves in
thinking that we are, we are going to damage ourselves of
becoming a first rate university.
A place like Harvard, you follow certain policies
be cause it's an excellent university. We are not there
yet. And if we simply act like Harvard, and believe that
acting like Harvard is going to make us like Harvard, we
are going to hang ourselves. And we have to give -- we
have to come up with a policy that will help us move in
the direction to the kinds of faculty that Harvard
doesn't have to worry about.
Now, it is simply not the case that we are Harvard,
and I think it's very dangerous to base our policy at this
point on the assumption because the best universities do
it and it wo rks for them, we can do it and it will work
for us.
It won't wo rk for us.
HEADY
THORSON

Pro fessor Thorson.
I would like to move the previous question.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Previous question has been moved and
seconded.
If we adopt this by two-thirds vote we will
proceed to vote on the substitute motion. Those in favor
please say "aye" ; opposed "no." The motion is carried by
two-thirds vote, I believe.
Now, the motion before us is the substitute motion
wi th the one amendment that was adopted, substitute motion
made by Dean Wollman. Those in favor of substitute motion
Please s ay "aye"; opposed "no." I will rule that the
motion was lost. We will have a division if anyone wants.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

May we have a division?

Division has been asked for.

I think since
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we have so many people here we better do it in segments.
Those in favor of the substitute mot ion, above t he top
rail, stand first.
The vote was forty-eignt in favor of
the substitute motion and seventy opposed . Tne substitute
motion is defeated, and we now revert to the mo tion made
oy Professor Cohen on behalf of tne Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee .
We have not adopted any a mendments to that, have
we?
GREEN

I had an amendment I withdrew on the floor.

HEADY

I will recognize Professor Green .

GREEN
I would like to reintroduce the amendment
taat I proposed, which was in effect t hat at the end of
t~e midterm review, a decision would be made whether or
not a formal decision would be made whether or not to
continue the person with an attemp t to make up deficiencies, or whetner he s hould be termina ted; also introduced the provision explicitly saying that t he tenure
review may be made at any time .
HEADY
That is revised language to replace the
last sentence in the long paragraph on page nine ?
GREEN

Right.

HEADY
Is there further - - is t here a second to
t:ic amendment?
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEACY
Is there discussion on that amendment?
Professor Me r kx .
MERKX

I would like to oppose John' s amendment.
I
I think we
should make a strong effort to sell it, and I th i nk that
we have to build that effort on selling this plan in part
on the basis t~at this is a real i mprovement in t he
c~rrent procedure s that t here are mechani sms here for
ti gntening
'
'
up tDe current
procedure.
t· 1 ink that we are back to the Committee plan.

I would fee l very uncomfortable at John's language being in here that implies this unsatisfactory per formance could -- that it would be a way out for departments
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to keep people on who have proven to be unsatisfactory.
It seems t h at it would be very easy for somebody who was
suspicious of the plan in the first place to focus on
exactly that k ind of language and say t h is is not a real
change at all, it simply allows loopholes for mediocracy
and unsatisfactory performance.
Certainly at the midterm review the f aculty member
does not have to demonstrate merit of tenure, simply satis factor_i ly teac!l;i.ng and oti1er performance to merit t h ree
more years of a chance. It seems to me that's reasonable .
Anybody whose work is "·, ~a tisfactory should really not be
kept on, not only for b.c institution 's interest in the
fact or faculty quality, but also in the i n terest of the
stude nts involved .
So I think we should leave this language as it is.
It's simple and it's clear and i t seems to me it's in
keeping with t he tone of the document whic h is increasing
rigor in the application of the present system .
HEADY
Further discussion o n the amendment? Ready
to vote? Those in favor of the a mendment proposed by
Professor Green please say "aye"' opposed "no." The
amendment is lost .
Is there further discussion on the main motion?
Professor Regener.
REGENER
I would like to move t hat all r eference
to a n outside consultant in connection with the midterm
review be eliminated from the document . It's on page
nine.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded, but I t h ink
we better identify the exact language here.
REGENER
All ri ght.
In the third line of the
w~r~t closed paragraph on page nine, "who s hall mee~
1.tn at least o n e outside consultant " -- and then tne
outside consultant is mentioned three lines later, "The
outside consultant and the faculty member from another
department . "
f'

HEADY

That whole sentence would be deleted?
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REGENER
HEADY

No, sir, just the outside consultant.
Okay.

REGENER

So it would start with the - -

HEADY
will be deleted.

"The outside consultant and," those words

REGENER
And there is another sentence, probably,
below, "Should no person be mutually acceptable . "
HEADY

That's the next full sentence?

REGENER
And then it would read "the faculty
member from another department ... should no person be
mutual ly acceptable."
HEADY
That whole sentence would be deleted,
would it not, that reference, I believe?
REGENER
Well, it refers to both t he outside consultant and the faculty member from another department. I
believe the other faculty member from another department,
leave that in and then it would say, "Should the faculty
member from another department not be, " or, "Should no
facultynember from another department be acceptable, the
faculty member and chairman submit a name of another
consultant from another department."
HEADY
REGENER

Okay.
Something of that nature.

Well, there's a difference to be made from other
outside consultant who has to be brought here by mail and
expenses and all that, and a member from another department. No damage done in leaving him in here.
MERKX
Why don't you leave the line in t1at they
may be consulted and take everything else out?
REGENER

Fine with me, if that does it.

HEADY

Where are we now?

LOGAN

Well, that first full line after the full

- - -~
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paragraph, t he consultant -REGENER
I suggest that one member of the AFT
Committee be c harged to reword it so t ha t t he outside con sultant be eliminated from the picture. That's my motio n .
HEADY
All ri ght . That is the proposed a mendment,
and would leave t he editorial details up to the Academi c
Freedom and Tenure Committee if it's adopted .
IKLE
Point of clarification.
outside consul t ation?

You do not mean

REGENER
I certainly do not. Outside consultation
by mai l is certainly appropriate, but the word "meet" is
t he tning.
HEADY

Further di scussion?

PROFESSOR MC RAE
This .s uggestion removes it ·fro m
the midway review,not t he final r eview , is that ri ght?
HEADY
Yes. There is language in t he last paragraph on t hat page that says -REGENER
That language is all right because it
doesn 't say one needs to meet witll the outside consultant.
"May h ave a.itside consultatio i" is still a ppropr iate, s o I
would leave t a t in.
HEADY

Further discussion on t he amendment?

PROFESSOR PAAK
Doe s this program also el i minate
all types of three- year contracts? It eliminates any
future three- year contracts?
COHEN
There is no ref erence to three- y ear contract s in this.
PAAK
That's what I mean . It eliminates the
three-year contracts, no new ones wil l be made?
MERKX

No three-year contracts have been made.

~~ no provision for three- year contracts at p r esent .

PAAK

,;

_,. .

Well, we have t hree- year contracts.

We

_,
·!

--- -
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HEADY
We will look into the practices of the
School of Fine Arts.
Is there further discussion on the amendment?
Ready to vote.
Those in favor -VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

Excuse me.

.Mr . Chairman --

Vice-President Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
- - I want to comment a bout the
reference to t h e Regents in a way t h at I h ope will be
helpful.
Mr . Merkx referred to, and Mr. Thorson did, and I
want to assure this Faculty as far as I know from my ma ny
conversations with the Regents both a s a group and i nd i vidually, there is no intention, obviou s or subtle, of t he
Regents to do away with t he tenure system . There's
plenty of documentation, but since the insinuation is a ny
of t h ese moves might be a move to do away with tenure,
nobody can speak for the Regents but themselves, but I
t h ink since t h ey are not here that may be helpful.
I think the Regents' main concern has been and
will c o n t inue to be the matter of flexibility.
I t h ink
evidence presented to us today by Bill Peters's study
shows t1at this situation may be considerably different
from what we thought it might be under other circumstances .

I think if the Regents feel, along with the Facul t y
a~d Administration, that we are able to control our
situation as we look ahead without violating some of t h e
things that have been spoken to today, and wh ich I
support, that is the purpose of the Regents .
Therefore, I think if a reasonable plan that is
documented that will insure flexibility for t h is institution to cope with the t h ings that have been mentioned
before, I think the Regents will agree.
I cannot certify
that the exact details of this plan will be acceptable,
but I felt this would be helpful, and I t h ink in fairn e ss
to the Regents it should be satisfied because they are not
out to do something different than wh at this Faculty wa n ts
to do .
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HEADY
Ready to vote.

Furth er discussion on the amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER

Could we have what the amendment

is?
HEADY
The amendment is in effect to eliminate the
requirement on page nine for bringing in or meeting with
an outside consultant, and if it's adopted the exact language would be assigned to the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure to work out.
FACULTY MEMBER

Just one comment.

PROFESSOR JOHNSON
Could the language in regard to
outside consultant be considered to be enabling language
rather than a requirement? I can see certain situations
where it might be desirable to have an outside consultant
to confer with, like in departments where perhaps you
have one person in a department, let's say, in a particular specialty.
HEADY
My interpretation - - I would ask the maker
of the motion if he agrees -- if we adopt the amendment it
would not bar the use of an out side consultant, it would
eliminate the requ irement of an outside consultant.
Is there further discussion? Those in favor of the
amendment please say "aye"; opposed "no." The amendment
is carried.
Professor Green.
GREEN
On page ten, Section C.3., "Temporary oneYear appointments may continue to be made in various parts
of the University. Persons on such appointments may be
reappointed for a second or third year if mutua lly
agreeable to the faculty member and the department or
college involved ." There we are back to the temporary
appointments again, and I would like to -- I had an amend~ent here, but -- which would try to clarify just wnat it
ls we mean by "temporary appointments."

I can see two places in the catalog that refers to
that. One is the -- if the position is one of foreseeable
short duration, that would call for a temporary appointment .
That is not explicitly in the catalog.
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There is one thing in the catalog of a temporary
instructor working for an advanced degree at the University
of New Mexico , temporary instructor, and by special permission , it's in our policy he may continue past the three
years . Otherwise, the person temporarily goes into probation after three years.
The only remaining thing, refers in the Handbook,
is a person who has received a degree at the University of
New Mexico, cannot then be hired on the staff without
exceptions being made.
Such a person could be given a
temporary appointment to tide him over.
Again, this specifically says "no more than three
years ." My motion was intended to put these in.
Professor Wollman has brought forth some additional
cases that should be included.
I move that the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee rewrite Section C.3. as to
define the conditions under which temporary one-year
appointments may continue to be made.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure be instructed
to rewrite paragraph C.3. at the top of page ten to -GREEN

So as to define --

HEADY
so as to define the circumstances under
which temporary one-year appointments would be made.
GREEN

Yes.

HEADY
Is there discussion on that amendment?
Vice-President Travelstaed.
TRAVELSTEAD
This is a very cr itical point . If
it's meant by this motion or amendment that the body wi·11
Pass this document and accept the definition given by the
AF and T to those definitions, I would submit that's not
Proper because this becomes quite a turni ng point in the
Whole matter.
I would say we must define that now, or not vote on
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that part of it, because how that's defined will have a
great deal to do with the flexibility, because if the
definition of a temporary appointment is too restricted
then that does affect, John, the whole -- maybe that's
what y o u intend .
I am say ing this body has a right to
know thedefinition of a temporary appointment before we
vote on it .
GREEN

May I replace my motion , then?

HEADY

Yes.

GREEN
I move that Section C.3. be deleted and
that the section now read, "Temporary one - year appoihtments
will continue to be made in various parts of the University in cases in which the position is one . of foreseeably
short duration or in which the circumstances of the
appointee make probationary appointment and approval,
such as i n the case of a temporary instructor working
for an advanced degree at the University of New Mexico,
or a per s on that has received a degree at the University
of New Mexico and can be given only a temporary appointment, or in the case of visiting assistant, associate,
and full professors. Continuation of such temporary oneyear appointments shall be made in accordance with the
provisions of Section Three (d) of the policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, and with" -- or "with the provisions
of Section Three {b) of the employment policy . "
HEADY

Is there a second to that amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Now are you all clear about the langua ge
t hat is being proposed? Professor Green, you have that
language written out, so that there's -GREEN
remember .

Except for one change which I am tryin g to

HEADY
Well, I think - - I want to be sure that if
we adopt it we know exactly what language we are adopting.
I recognize Professor Hendrickson.

Mr .

PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON
Well, in this table
Peters presented, it seems to show that we do have a
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fair amount of flexibility and which I am inclined to
agree with. The assumption was made that all temporary
people who left would be replaced by temporary people.
It seems to me that if this amendment is ado pted that goes
out the window and your flexibility goes with it. Almost
all of it.
HEADY

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I don't want to ~tract from Morris's
point because I think it's a very important one.
If you
look at the tables that Bill prepared he mainta ins
temporary appointments constant at one hundred for the
most restricted case.
So I don't know how you want to
handle that.
HEADY

Professor Merkx .

MERKX

I wonder if the maker of the amendment
would accept two additional categories which seem to me
that have to be in. One is replacement of people on
leave, and the second one is appointments made so late
that normal search procedures have not been followed .
This happens every year you have a vacancy.
GREEN
I t h i nk those are good additions.
couldn 't remember t h e othe r ones.

I

HEADY

Are you accepting that as additional lan-

GREEN

I am.

guage?

HEADY
All right. The proposal includes that
language as well as the original language. Further dis cussion?
PETERS
I would like to ask Professor Merkx who he
is replacing on leave, what kinds of people on leave do we
replace by temporary faculty appointments?

h'

MERKX
Well, I went on leave and somebody was
ired to -- witho ut salary -- and somebody -- my salary
was used to hire somebody to fill my courses while I was
gone, and that had to be of course, a visiting person.
That ' s what the case -- '

r, / "'
I •
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PETERS

I

You are not talking about sabbatical

leave?
MERKX

No, I am talking about leave without pay .

HEADY

Further di scussion?

Dean Huber.

DEAN HUBER
I think Professor Wollman 's soft money
category -- how critical is that?
WOLLMAN
I thought some of John's language would
take care of that, on one place at least. My problem was
when you put the parenthesis in, whether that was going to
be defined as restric tive or simply explanatory.
GREEN

I hoped it would be explanatory.

WOLLMAN
If you put a "such as" it will help us
and take care of it.
GREEN
It has parenthesis (such as).
It now reads,
"(such as) in the case of a temporary instructor working
for an advanced degree at the University of New Mexico, or
a person that has received a degree from the University of
New Mexico and can be given only temporary appointment, or
a visiting associate or full professor or replacement of
people on leave, or appointments made before normal . search
procedures."
WOLLMAN

Throw in an "et cetera."

I still think that the problem
orris had , and how Bill would modify
would then show as between policy one
and whether we think that's something

is that one such as
his table, and what
and policy three,
we can live with .

!

PETERS
I have no, you know, adverse -- no feel
that under what conditions temporary appointments are
eing made now and how that compares in terms of
~estrictiveness or lack of it, as to what Professor Green
is proposing.
0:

.
Professor Hendrickson is quite right, the figures
in there sort of assume that temporary people will be
Placed by -- replaced by temporary people, kind of on the
same nature of appointments as has been made in the last
couple of years.
so it is an issue on the flexibility

.., -

.
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side, there is no question of it.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN
I would like to answer that. We got into
that high number of temporary positions because of what
happened the last two years because the temporary position
was not defined, so a lot of people were put into t hat t hat
would not normally have been.
One thing that I am continually amazed about is this
assumption that if a person is on a probationary -- in a
probati onary status he must be kept six years. This is
simply not true, any more than it is true if a person has
tenure he is guaranteed a job. Neither of these things
are true, and there is no reason why a person on the
probationary contract cannot be replaced before t he end
of his time.
So I do not see that this limits the flexibility.
It may make it a little more difficult, that's the idea
of the probationary system, followed by tenure, to make it
a little more difficult simply to kick somebody out.
HEADY

Dean Adams.

ADAMS
I would like to urge defeat of Professor
Green 's amendment on the grounds that it's totally unnece~sary . The language of the Committee is quite good, says
tat one-year appointments may be made. Obviously these
are only going to be accepted by somebody if they are
capable of accepting them, and that language is specified
for the second and third years. There are all kinds of
reasons for making temporary appointments.
In the College of Fine Arts we have a large number
of them every year.
Frequently we have visiting artists
Wh
'
. 0 simply don't want to teach more than one year.
It
isn 't a question of soft money or somebody on leave or
anything else, it's simply a question of that's what is
mutually agreeable. And it seems to me that we have been
Proc ee d ing
·
well under that system.
bUt ' I It isn't a sudden c hange that brought us to t hat ,
f
i t s a large proportion of the Faculty who are visiti ng
rom other institutions who ar e he re on temporary basis
Who are rep 1 acing
.
people on leave .
I can't see that

..-· -
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anything that Mr. Green's amendment does is better than
what the Committee proposes.
HEADY

Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
I think the only thing that John Green's
amendment does is require that we call those temporary
people, visiting appointments, because it provides that we
can continue making visiting appointments at all levels.
HEADY

I,'

,/"

Vice-President Travelstead.

Professor Green is right about what's
TRAVELSTEAD
happened in the last year or two because of the restriction by the Regents.
That restriction will not continue
if we have some kind of an agreement on a plan.
I think the definition of a temporary appointment
here might be probably too restrictive unless we put six,
eight, ten categories that cover some of the things that
Mr. Adams is talking about.
I think the tendency and even the practice, John ,
is not going to be next year and the year after next in
t he same number as it had been this year, because we
were instructed by the Regents to make probationary
appointments very scarce until this thing got settled.
And you were right, that far greater number of temporary
appointments as had been made this last spring, as Bill
Peters's statistics showed.
I don ' t think if we look -- as we look ahead,
ho~ever, that that practice will continue, nor do I
~hink we have to list every single category that would
J~stify temporary appointment and not take into consideration what the chairman and the Faculty in a certain
department will do and the dean's recommendation, because
t~ere may be some reasons that are not in your list of
six, seven, or eight, and I think that's too restrictive.
HEADY
I would like to make one comment. It's
along the lines of what Chester said earlier: since I
assumed that I may be asked for some comments by the
Regents about this later I think I ought to be as clear
as r
'
can in commenting on this.
I am quite uncertain at this point as to what the
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practical net total effect of adoption of your amendment
would be, Professor Green.
I a m very much aware that tne
fact that the reason our current situation is what it is,
is because we do have a certain number o f temporary
appoi ntments now, and also that there has been -- there
have been certain assumptions made in t he projection,
that is the basis for the Committee's proposal to us .
So - - and I think this element of necessary or
minimum flexibility is indeed a very i mportant problem,
and it isn't just a problem that the Regency -- it 's a
problem I certainly see as an i mportant one. So I
I am not sure what kind of comment I would need to make
to the Regents about whether t hey should or should not
accept this proposal if this amendment is put into it,
because I really don't know what it is going to mean .
GREEN
Most of the other items are defined in
the Handbook. Never any place is there a definition of
tis . There are just obscure refere nces to temporary
appoi ntments.
HEADY
Is there further discussion?
Yes, sir, would you identify yourself?
PROFESSOR MICHAELS

Ready to vote .

Paul Michaels.

Where does this amendment or document leave those
tnat were hired under the Regents' ruling as VicePresident Travelstead alluded to, where are those people
now in relation to this document and to the wording of the
amendment?
TRAVELSTEAD
That's a good question.
I am not
sure w at the answer is.
I can tel l you this last spring
tat appointments for last fall t here were sixty-one
People appointed in temporary appointments, twenty-one on
onprobationary and five in immediate tenure and twentyfour on probation.
so there is a large number, and this
is a very important question with respect to those peop 1 e .
And I don't know what the answer is.
I assume that
n action this body takes does not vish to rule those
P 0 Ple out of a main -- possibility of a mainstream, but
ow e move into it, frankly, I am not sure.
GREEN

I think if the main proposa l of the Academic
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Freedom and Tenure Corrunittee is adopted, these people will
be given probationary appointments.
I think that's quite
clear this is the reason that we are talking about this.
HEADY
Well, I have a little trouble seeing how a
redefinition of any type of appointment would be retroactive in its application.
GREEN

No, it's not retroactive.

HEADY
I thought you said adoption of this would
automatically bring about a change for current appointments.
GREEN

No, not the current ones, but for succeeding

years.
MICHAELS
appointments?

The question is, what about the current

GREEN

They can't change them.

HEADY

Professor Bock.

BOCK
It seems to me we do need policy on visiting
appointments that would include consideration of this, and
that could be a separate thing from the document under
consideration. And that's why I vote against John Green's
present amendment, but with the understanding perhaps that
the appropriate corrunittee, Policy Corrunittee ~ Academic
Freedom and Tenure Corrunittee, draft some policy on
visiting appointments.
HEADY

Further discussion?

PROFESSOR ESTES
I have a question that I would
like to have answered. Will this temporary appointment
that we have in the last couple of years, how did the
Ad ministration
· ·
·
decide which departments would get
temporary appointments and which would get probationary
ap 0 .
P intments? In other words, some departments, every one
they have hired for the last two years has been put on a
~emporary appointment, while this is not true for all
epartments.
TRAVELSTEAD
I said to the Regents at the time
they put this restriction on we couldn't live with it
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without a number, even maybe some tenured appointments and
maybe some probationary, and Miss Estes's answer is, the
chairperson of that department, and the way that person
feels about the necessity and the way they felt about it
this year, and I am talking about last spring the way to
get a person that was critically needed, those arguments
resulted in a few appointments, some in probationary
status, and a few immedia te tenure.
And if they didn't
make the case as needing i t for those purposes, they were
put in temporary appointment.

I think that's a fair answer.

Mr. Wollman and
others that were involved in these decisions, I think, can
elaborate.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I think this is not entirely related to
Professor Green's amendment, but i t does deal with the
question that was mentioned.
In drafting this document the Committee did not
specifically say anything about these people who have,
during the last couple of years, been appointed on temporary appointments.
I think, however, that if this policy
were approved by us and approved by the Regents, or something similar to it, the state would need that when these
people come up for their next appointment. They would be
c~n~idered in the same way that anybody else up for
hiring would be.
They might be given probationary cont:acts, they might be let go, or conceivably could be
given new temporary contracts.
But I don't think this document was not intended to
P~ace any specific limitation on what would happen in this
situation, except to discourage the policy of the last few
Years as the regular policy, and the document does insist
on most -- the normal method of appointment being on probation.
HEADY

Professor Logan.

LOGAN
That still didn't address the point that
Morris brought up and if you are going to sell this to
the Regents I don't
'
see how you can leave t he figure of
~ne hundred on the table and currently say that those one
Undred or some substantial portion of them will move over
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into probationary contract.
If you are going to make the argument on the basis
of statistics, at least do it with that presumption in
mind, which is n o t in the statement.
HEADY

Professor Cohen.

COHEN
That table is a model to show flows under
various assumptions given some level of temporary people,
not necessarily what prevailed last year or any other
year, but once you get a standardized level then we can
make predictions about in-flows and out-flows.
So the comment really doesn't refer to his table,
which is simply a model to indicate the possibilities of
flexibility.
PETERS
We did not specifically move people from
temporary to probationary, so that the - LOGAN
The hundred and six that are actually
is 1974, and you used the figure of a hundred. They are
there, but if we move them, we have to put some back in.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

MURPHY
It was precisely with this factor in mind
that I raised the issue before, with other institutions.
We are now in the position of having one of these temporary people, and Columbia and Calgary are offering him not
a temporary one-year kind of thing, but a regular contract,
and I think this is a very crucial matter.
And I would need -- I would like to know what would
~appen to general policy to these people who were brought
~n only because of this Regents' ruling and how this works
into it?
I don't know if there is any answer now, but to me,
certainly it's paramount .
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

T
HOWARTH
I think clearly the Academic Freedom and
b:n~re.cornmittee's proposal would allow such a person to
ehired on probationary contract.

:'_;j
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MURPHY

Is this generally understood?

ELLIS

Yes.

HEADY

Is there further discussion?

MICHAELS
It seems that perhaps something more
should be done because there are significant numbers of
people that were brought in under these temporary contracts, and the proposal just suddenly leaves them a nd
says now maybe they will give him a probationary contract
and maybe they won't. And it seems that one of the
reasons for this whole document is to cover, or at least
wishes to make some sort of declaration about those people
and that
maybe I am incorrect in my assumption. That
seems to be part of what the Regents had asked us to do.
HEADY
I think that point is not dealt with in the
proposed amendment.
MICHAELS
HEADY

That's right.
Vice-President Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
Seemed to me, h owever, there is no
answer forthis body today except the general answer that
Mr. Howarth has just given. We certainly do not decide
today that all of them had to be continued on temporary,
or all of them had to be let go, or all of them had to
b~ put on probation.
I think it is going to result in a
discussion case-by-case of those sixty people, and having
some balance in the reasons for it, and the -- this, by
the way, will change from department to department, or
even college to college. I think the individual decision
on the recommendation of the chairperson and the dean,
would hopefully deal with those people fairly.
But I don't think this body can make a ruling on
all those people now.
HEADY
Is there any more discussion on the amendment? All right, we will vote on Professor Green's language to modify paragraph three at the top of page ten.
That incorporates various modifications made subsequent to
Your O riginal
·
·
reading of it, which I hope somebody has
d own.

t-:J
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Those in favor of the amendment please say "aye"'
opposed "no. " The amendment is lost.
Now, is there further discussion on the main
motion? Professor Cohen.
COHEN
Just want to identify one point that hasn't
been touched on at all in the confusion here, and it may
be one of the more important considerations: that is, we
had inserted in this proposal an entirely new level of
tenure evaluation; that's a University-wide tenure review
committee which will act on all positive recorrunendations
of tenure between the level of the dean and the Academic
Vice- President .
Again, the purpose of that is to increase the
rigors somewhat, and i t does have the practical consequence
of moving back in time the entire evaluation procedure.
They will have to get that information from the deans in
time to act and pass i t on to the Vice-President, so you
are backed up practically to - - except when you start
considering these people for the following year.
But I
think that's the most fundamental change in this proposal
from what now exists.
HEADY

Further discussion?

TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to say, Mr. President,
that I support that new change.
We have tried, Mr. Cohen,
to do this in sort of a limited way, by an Advisory
Committee, but my o ffic e h as been faced over the years by
th~ difference in assumptions, the difference in reference
points, and, therefore, the different decisions from the
various colleges.
So I think some coordination that would be accomplished through that procedure would be very helpful.
I
know it does involve the schedule and i t will h ave to be
backed up a good deal, but I do support that move .
HEADY

Professor Bock.

BOCK
I would like to support i t in terms of t h e
:cademic freedom of new people.
I think this is important
n attracting them.
r think it's important in keeping
!~em, and I think it's important while they are here that
ey can be obstreperous as they wish to be and still

-

,
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recognize that they have some protection against arbitrary
action on any level.
HEADY
Wollman .

Further discussion?

Ready to vote?

Dean

WOLLMAN
I am not sure what the 1948 AAUP agreement was on tenure, probationary period. My vague
recollection was it was a seven- year period. Then what we
have here, and the fact that we are backing everything up
is what brought it to my attention.
We have a maximum normal probationary period of
seven years for instructor, which would mean if we
exercised that normal period of probationary, we would
not be able to provide a terminal contract, would we, of
another year beyond the probationary period?
COHEN

Under AAUP rules, no.

WOLLMAN
Do we want to take that into account here,
because , see, what it actually means is that every one of
these years will in effect be reduced by one, and - COHEN
I think to be consistent with AAUP, you
would have to blanket the instructions with the
assistant professors.
WOLLMAN
So we will be using the seventh y e ar as
the terminal year when necessary, and that will be 1.n
conformance with the AAUP AC something or other
you
want to change that, then?
change.

COHEN

I will leave it for someone to make the

MERKX

I thought we wrote that so

HEADY

What page is that, please?

WOLLMAN
Page eight, under C, paragraph two, paragraph b eg1.nn1.ng
.
.
. ' s th e secon d
"probationary period," and 1.t
sentenc e 1.n
· that paragraph.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX

I move that word "seven" be changed to "six"
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for instructors.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded we substitute
the word "six" for the word "seven" in the line where it
reads, "shall be so many years for instructors."
Is there discussion on the amendment? Those in
favor please say "aye"; opposed "no.
The motion is
carried.
11

Any further discussion on the main motion?
Professor Cohen.
COHEN
One technical point, this is an amendment
to the Faculty Handbook, and it has to be geared into the
wording .of that, which will take some doing because of
various interrelationships.
Would it not be appropriate if it passes, to present
it as is to the Regents, on the condition that the necessary verbage will then be accomplished after the Regents - HEADY
Yes, I think there was a
earlier, and I am assuming that at some
Would need to be a working in of what's
adopted, into the appropriate places in
Faculty Handbook .

reference to that
later point there
in this plan as
the existing

Professor Zavadil.
PROFESSOR ZAVADIL
I request a clarification.
Under normal present procedure the probationary period is
set at five years, the decision is made by the end of the
f~urth year.
If that principle applies here, the decision
wi11 be made in the fifth year. Has that been changed by
this policy?
ELLIS
ZAVADIL
ELLIS

Ye s.
It will be made in the sixth year?

y es.

ZAVADIL
That was an important point because much
of the earlier discussion, particularly in areas of the

- - --
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University where we fit, was concerned over the brevity
of the three-and-a-half-year probationary -- actual probationary period that is now in effect. This would be at
least five, five plus, is that correct?
ELLIS

Right.

HEADY
Professor Cohen is nodding his head "yes."
Is there other comment? Professor Merkx.
MERKX
We have currently a six- year total period
and the decision made in the fifth year and sixth year is
terminal. Our plan extends it one year, so we now have a
seven- year period, with the decision made in the sixth
year.
HEADY

Are you ready to vote?

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
One t h ing we should, probably.
In the sedond paragraph of C, perhaps the "except for
instructors" should be now deleted .
MERKX

Good.

HEADY

You propose that as an amendment?

KOSCHMANN
MERKX

I propose that as an amendment.

Seconded.

HEADY
Is there discussion?
you have any comment about that?
COHEN

Professor Cohen, do

What was that thinking, John?

HOWARTH
I don't think it's necessary, since if we
~~ange the seven to six, for instructors, instructors were
e same as assistant professors.
.
WOLLMAN
instructors.
HOWARTH
HEADY

That ' s why he wants it seven, except for

Oh, sure.

Sure.

Is there further discussion on the proposed

·v

~-
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amendment? Those in favor please say "aye"' opposed "no."
The amendment is adopted.
Any further discussion?
FACULTY MEMBER

I move the previous question.

HEADY
There is no other person asking for the
floor, we will proceed to vote without voting on the
previous question.
I don't see a nyone aski ng for the
floor. Those in favor of the motion as amended please say
"aye"; opposed "no." The motion is carried.
REGENER
Mr . President, may I have five seconds
on personal privilege before we adjourn?
HEADY
We haven't decided to adjourn yet, but if
you will have a point of personal privilege, I will
recognize it.
REGENER
My point is I believe it would be of
benef it to the Faculty if we asked our parliamentarian to
come in based on the latest order of Robert's Rules of
Order on the matter of substitute motions, and motions
to substitute.
HEADY
I will request the p arliamentarian here
today , and any other parliamentarian, to research this
matter and possibly to confer with Professor Regener.
Now, I want to point out two t h ings to the Faculty:
fir s t is that we are clearly -- about now we are at t wo
hours after we started, and we have another rule we will
have to either observe or make an exception to, but I
~ould also like to point out that we have three more
items here that have been on this agenda and h ave been
~ar~ied over meeting by meeting since I believe last
.Pri1 . I guess I would ask at what point the Faculty
in~ends to be able to deal with these matters, all of
Which ar e f airly
.
.
important.
FACULTY MEMBER

Next month .

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

I move we adjourn .

HEADY
I hear a motion to adjourn, which has been
seconded.
It is not debatable.
Those in favor of the

.(: "'j
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motion to adjourn please say "aye"; opposed "no . " I will
rule the motion has been lost . Do you want a division?
Well, that was an honest interpretation of the vote.
FACULTY MEMBER

Division by hand .

HEADY
Those in favor of the motion to adjourn
please raise your right hands. Those opposed please raise
your right hands .
I still think I am right, but we will
count them now if you want to.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

No, it's not necessary.

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I move that the rule requiring us to
sustain operations be waived.
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER
"no. 11

Seconded.

HEADY
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed
The motion is carried.

We will now proceed with item five, institution of a test requirement for all graduating seniors.
I will recognize Dean Weaver for t h e Entrance and
Credits Committee.
DEAN WEAVER
I can hardly believe I finally made
it. This is the third or the fourth time that paper has
been used to describe the institution of a test requirement proposal for graduating seniors for the Committee
on Entrance and Credits and I hope that every one has
re viewed
·
'
it by now .
On behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits,
1 Would like to move its adoption .
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Moved and seconded t h at we adop t the
~eco~endations of the Committee on Entrance and Credits
institut·
.
.
ing a test requirement for graduating seniors.
0
Pen for discussion .

Entra n ce a nd
Credit s
Committee
Proposa l f or
the I n sti tut i on o f a
Tes t Requi reme nt f or
Gra duating
Seniors
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WEAVER
I would like to make one or two points
here. That probably the crux of the recommendation is in
t e next to the last paragraph on the second page of the
proposal, or page seventeen of the agenda.
This statement reflects a good amount of work on
the part of a subcommittee of the Entrance and Credits
headed by Doctor Zepper of the Graduate School , with
quite a bit of effort from Doctor Moore, who was then
direc tor of t h e testing division.
The undergraduate program for consulting and
evaluation, wh ich is its full name, should not be confused witr1 the GRE .
The GRE is also a program of ATS as
well as the undergraduate program, but this is strictly
for internal students and institutional research, and has
no transcript services attached to it . So that if a
student wishes to go on to graduate school, he will still
need to take the GRE to satisfy that requirement.
HEADY
Schmidt .

Is there further discussion?

Professor

SCHMIDT
Well, I hoped we would adjourn because I
think there are some serious issues in this proposal, but
obviously some people are simply going to try to run it
through . I h ave real doubts about using such tests as
this across t h e country, which seem to me very often you
have the effect of being what I wil l call monocultura l,
or even monolithic cultural in c haracter.
It seems to me here in New Mexico in the southwest
we are dealing with a number of different cultures whose
linguistic backgrounds, whose myth ic and cultural backgrounds are quite different .
I submit that if you look
at questions in these tests you will find that metaphors
Wh'ic are common to most of us who come from a Wasp background are not necessarily metaphor s that are common to
the her itage of these other people.
.
I think that we ough t to consult both the Vic e ~esident for Regional Affairs in t erms of what he can
give u sin
· t erms of input for a multicultural approach to
~Uch tests.
I think that we can get evidence f rom the
ltural Awareness Center which has been working on the
questio
·
R
. n f or some years.
I suspect even that the NavaJo
eading Project might give us some input.
I would really
P
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like to persuade this Faculty not to take action on this
today , that I think we want to think about the kind of
students that we have in this University, and forcing ·
them to hit a language which is in a mold which is really
framed somewhere o n the East Coast, or somewhere else in
this country, and not suitable necessarily to the multicultural region which we live in here in the southwest.
I think this is a most serious issue and ought to
be looked into.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Murphy.

MURPHY
I moved around to the other side.
I was
about to take off, but I am concerned about this.
I
would certainly approve it because I think that any
research we get is valuable to us, and the more information the better.
I wanted to vote on it, but I have to leave, and
wanted to at least put in my two cents in favor of having
t his information.
HEADY

Further discussion?

WOLLMAN
One question.
Is it understood that if
the field tests are given by the department, that the
University will bear the cost of those as well as the
aptitude and the area tests?
WEAVER
The original estimate of the testing center
obtained was strictly for the aptitude and the area, so it
w?uld still remain a funding question if a department
wishes to use the field test.
WOLLMAN
Are these very expensive? -- because I
think they may give us more information than both the
area and the aptitude tests.
.
PROFESSOR ZEPPER
I would like to reply at one
t ime it was a tight money situation, and one of the things
t ha~ came up, we felt it -- we hoped this would be put as
a line item in the budget and that definitely the
apt ·
'
. i tude testi ng would be considered because this is con:1~:red by peo ple from the minor~ty gr~ups a~d t~ey review
e tests to s ee if they are, in their estimation,
adaptable to their people and useful to their people.
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They have people on these boards, they do have that
input. And these are of graduating seniors. It would not
be mandatory for them to pass these, but it is to be used
by the institution to find out how well we are doing with
what groups, and it would provide us full information for
those people who are not already aculturated into the
academic culture.
In the one which includes not the aptitude, but the
achievement, we thought this would be done more on a
college-by-college basis to determine whether they feel
that they would get the type of information that they
would desire for their own curriculum, then we would
ope that there would be made available on a rotating
basis possibly five field tests per year, so that it
could be rotated among the departments who wished to participate in this program; and then maybe on a three or
four years later they can go back to that program to see
whether their curriculum revisions have actually improved
it, improved the performance of their students as they
desired.
But if he felt it should be provided completely by
University funds, be it in a line item going through the
Board of Educational Finance or the legislature so that
students would not have to bear any costs, or it would not
c~me out of any monies tlla t would be used for the educational program of the institution and yet provide the type
of information which would make it possible for us to do a
be~ter educational planning job for all students at the
Univers ity.
.
HEADY
I hope Professor Zepper, that you are not
s~ying we have to ask for and get a line item appropriati~n from the leai~lature for this specific purpose.
I
think that would be highly unadvisable as a way to do it,
and not Very likely to succeed.
this.

ZEPPER

We don't understand the financing of all

HEADY
I just wanted to make sure that wasn't a
condition of your proposa.
1
Yes, sir.
REGENER

I agree with the point Professor Schmidt has
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expressed, I think that it is felt, of exact information
and especially the fields of statistics should not be to
human beings but should be reserved to physicists, mathematicians , and economists and, therefore, I would very
much like to see the discussion held over until the next
meeting .
I find that an unusual statement.
ELLIS
we should - - are you through?
REGENER
ELLIS

I think

I am not through; I expected you, however.
Good, you bet .

REGENER
But the statistics of this nature, even
if they are accurate, very dangerous use can be made, and
I am very much afraid this might happen .
I would like to move we adjourn or something of
that nature.
MERKX

Why don't you move we table?

We have other

it ems , a 1 so .
Well, table, yes, table , so that we can
get to the other items if you are interested in that.
REGENER

HEADY
Is there a second?
table, is there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER

There's a motion to

Seconded .

HEADY
It ' s moved and seconded. That's not a
ebatable motion . Those in favor of the motion to table
Please say II aye 11 ; opposed II no . 11 The motion to table is
lost.

d

We will continue.

Professor Ellis.

ELLIS
Yes, I think we should get as much information
. as we possibly can.
It is always the case that information can be used just as it is, always the case in
· any
areas that misuse can occur but r think to hide ourselves
Under t'
'
.
.
.
v
.ne rug and say we don't want any information is a
ery disturbing position.
It ' s an impossible situation.
REGENER

I didn ' t say that.

A ,-,.,....._
J
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ELLIS
Well, that's the implication of position.
I think we should get this information.
HEADY

Yes, would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR STECKLER

Allen Steckler.

I would like to ask the proponents of this proposal, what incentive there is for students taking it,
t here is to do well on it.
I was formerly in an ins ti tution where we required the graduate record exam for entrance
but it came obvious to the students that it was only a
req irement, that the Entrance Committee looked at grades
and other things, and the students did not apply themselves
to the graduate record exams and the scores themselves are
meaningless.
HEADY

Further debate?

Ready to vote?

Professor

Jonas.
PROFESSOR JONAS
I would like to ask Bob Weaver,
were the scores for this test, would they become a part
of tne student's permanent record?
WEAVER
Well, I think that would have to be a
question that would have to be resolved, but - JONAS

It should not be.

WEAVER
Primarily it's to be used for student
counseling advisement after the test results are in.
Quite possibly with the department chairman or a faculty
member in the department.
It wouldn't necessarily be
taken as a req uirement at the last semester of his senior
Y~a~, because institutional research would be the beneficiary, but also the student, if he takes it early
enough and i. t' s used in
. a counseling
.
mode.
that

HEADY
Are you ready to vote? We have someone
k
ass for the floor.
Would you identify -PROFESSOR RINALDI

Rinaldi.

r
My question would be if we are going to use t h ese
esu1
ts
f or counseling
·
·
·
· it
ki d
or guidance,
kind
o f a too 1 , is
n of late w·1en the student is a senior to do this?
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I think we -- I think we indicated in this
WEAVER
proposal, you know, early in the senior year, and I think
preferably - - I think there was some discussion after the
original statement was approved that probably the student
would be well advised to take it during his junior year
so t~at he could still take creative measures if necessary.
ZEPPER
There are junior forms for the test. The
counseling thing came up and the fact that the student can
have at least an estimation of how they might do on a
graduate record examination, though these are not directly
correlated, there is a relationship between the two. And
they would rave, if they are planning to go to an ins ti tution which requires the graduate record examination.
WEAVER
ZEPPER
t ey might do .
HEADY

For
It gives them some knowledge about how well

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
Do es the Committee have any information
on what schools go into the construction of norms?
ZEPPER
They ~ are very similar to the ones for the
questions of ATC groups.
WEAVER
There are about eight hundred institutions
in t e program no w, everything from small private to big
city, big state.
HEADY

Professor Merkx~

MERKX

I move the previous question.

HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Previous question has been moved and
seconded. Those in favor of the motion on the previous
question pl ease say II aye 11 • opposed '' no. " I th.ink 1.. t' s
t
d. rophied.
'
REGENER
have
a quorum?

Point of order, Mr. President.

Do we

0 8
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HEADY
The point of a quorum has been raised.
think the magic number is what?
DURRIE

'l

I

Eighty-two.

I will ask the teller to poll the Faculty
HEADY
to see if we have a quorum.
Can the gentleman call for a point of order
WOLLMAN
after t· e vote has been taken?
REGENER

You bet, any time.

HEADY
The vote actually hasn't, there has been no
vote taken at this point when that question was raised.
MERKX
We voted to vote, and it seems to me that
~ int of order is out of order until we take the vote we
just voted to take.
REGENER

What do you mean?

MERKX
I just moved the previous question, and the
previous question has been moved and passed, so now we
should consider that before an item is considered.
j

REGENER
That's not an item of point of order, it's
t a point of order.

DICK
this case.

I think that Professor Regener is right in

HEADY

Do we have a count yet?

JONAS

Seventy-nine.

ot ·
HEADY
Are there any people here that do not have
f ing status in the Faculty? We have one, two, three,
our
d . -- I guess that means we do not have a quorum present.
in that case we cannot act on this item of business
or any 0 th er item' of business under the rules of the Faculty.
Meeting is adjourned.
Adjournment, 5:27 p.m.

John N. Durrie,

-
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO FACULTY CONSTITUTION
Article IV, Sec. 2 Amendments:
Present: This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds
vote of the Voting Faculty present and voting and ratification by the Regents. Amendments shall lie on the table
for thirty days before final action.
Proposed (as revised at Sept. 10 meeting): This Constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of those voting
faculty members responding to a mail ballot after presentation twice to the Faculty for debate in subsequent
meetings at least four weeks apart and subsequent ratification by the Regents.
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September 30, 1974

A

Tenure Plan for The University of New Mexico
(Academic Freedom and Tenure Conunittee)

A.

Introduction
The tenure revision plan contained in this document represents

an attempt to respond to the concerns voiced by the Administration
and Regents over the need to maintain flexibility in University
programs should enrollments enter a steady state or even decline.
At the same time it responds to the concerns voiced by many faculty

members that any plan adopted should not over-react to possible contingencies by weakening tenure protection, reducing the competitive
position of the University, or creating a stratum of second-class
facul ty members with minimal security and incentive.
The University of New Mexico anticipates for the balance of
the 1970' s a "steady state" situation with no appreciable increase
or decrease in either student enrollment or number of faculty positions unless the University extends markedly its programs and
se rvices
·
throughout the state of New Mexico. If this assumption is
Valid , the University must take the necessary steps both now and

during the next few years to maintain sufficient flexibility to be
able to respond to shifts in student enrollments among present pro-

grams 'and to provide for the initiation of new programs including
those wh ich
·
may extend the University's programs and services
hroughout the State•
Of th

from

e

"Flexibility" as used here means the ability

·

institution, when necessary, to shift some faculty positions

one department or college to another.
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At the same time it is important not to over-react to the
"steady-state" situation.

Data are presented in the attached

document* which suggest that normal turnover due to death, retirement, and resignations would allow for most if not all, the
needed flexibility.

These data are based on the most recent turn-

over figures, when the job market was already tight.

Strengthening

of the tenure policy as proposed in this plan should provide any
further flexibility required.
Also, an overcommitment to the notion of flexibility itself
should be avoided.

Enrollment shifts can be magnified and · manipu-

lated, and can be very transient.

Energy can be diverted from our

proper functions of education and research to defending and acquiring faculty positions on the basis of enrollment figures.

The

University has a responsibility to maintain levels of excellence
in the traditional disciplines as well as to react to changes in
th .
eir relative popularity.
Part of the tendency toward very high percentages of tenured
faculty members has been due to uneven and less than completely
responsible implementation of the existing tenure policy in the
Past.

The present proposal recommends specific changes to improve

this situa t.ion, including
.
.
.
.
the creation
of a University-wide
Tenure
Review Conunittee and the use of outside consultants in the evaluat·
ion Process. These changes do not, however, compromise the academic

---

on Ac::ep~rt on Flexibility and Faculty Turnover at UNM.
emic Freedom and Tenure, September 30, 1974.

Committee

-
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freedom of faculty members which is so essential to the functioning
of the University.

This freedom would be seriously eroded by any

modification which would lead to the creation of a group of secondclass faculty members, whose interests could very well conflict
with those of the rest of the faculty, and which could eventually
lead to the erosion of the whole tenure system.
In view of the above considerations, it seems appropriate for

U~ (1 ) to indicate its support of certain basic principles related

to faculty appointments, and
B.

(2)

to take a number of specific steps.

Basic Considerations
1.

Commitments with those faculty members now serving in

probationary appointments at UNM will be honored, barring developent of circumstances over which the institution has no control.
Implementation of this principle means that decisions about tenure
of faculty members now holding probationary contracts will, as in
the past, be based on their performance in the four areas outlined
in the Facult~ Handbook:

teaching; scholarship, research and other

creative work; service; and personal characteristics.
2•

Agreements, including contracts, for all faculty members

to be appointed in the future shall be clear, precise, and in
SUff' '

icient detail to avoid ambiguity, misunderstanding, and mis-

nterpretation with respect to the nature and extent of the appointent , F
or example, those signing term, visiting, or non-probationary
adJnin.
lstrative contracts will from the beginning date of their emPloyment
know exactly what the terms and options of those contracts
are .

-
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In all faculty appointments, the University of New Mexico

will consistently support its affirmative action program as approved
by

the Regents.

c. The Plan
l.

Department and college faculties shall be more rigorous in

the application of the minimum requirements for their recommendations

concerning awarding of tenure.

The same areas of performance as now

listed in the Faculty Handbook will continue to be used in assessing the performance; high levels of performance and more specific
documentation of performance will be required.

Normally, there

must be affirmative and specific evidence of excellence in the
several categories of performance being assessed (teaching; scholarship, research or other creative work; service; and personal
characteristics) , especially in the first two.

Departments and

colleges shall be responsible for informing probationary faculty
of these expectations and the implications for them individually.

The maintenance of rigorous requirements for the awarding of
tenure w.1 11 be reviewed by a University Tenure Review
.
.
Committee
(appointe d by and responsible to the Academic Vice President). The
conunittee will have the power to review all positive recommendations
for tenur e and forward recommendations to the Academic
· Vice
·
Presi· d en t
regardin
.
g either individual cases or college policies in applying
the t
enure criteria. This committee shall consist of three faculty
ltlembers from the College of Arts and Sciences, two each from the
Colleges of
Education, Engineering, and Fine Arts, and the School

-
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of Medicine, and one from each of the other degree-granting colleges
and schools.

A University-wide committee, in addition to the current

college committees, will ensure uniformity in the rigor of evaluation policies among the several schools and colleges.

c.

2.

In order to attract and hold competent faculty members,

t he University shall continue to provide appointments in probationary
status.

However, such appointments will not ordinarily be made be-

low the rank of assistant professor, exceptions requiring approval
by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Probationary periods for new faculty members who are offered
initial probationary contracts shall not be shortened as frequently
or as markedly as they have been in recent years.

The maximum and

normal probationary periods shall be seven years for instructors,
six years for assistant professors, four years for associate professors, and three years for full professors.

These periods will

be increased by one-half year for appointments commencing in
Semester I I except for instructors.

Shortened probationary periods

shall be offered to a new appointee only under special circumstances and only upon the recommendation of a majority of the
tenured

members in the department, the chairperson, the dean of

the College, and the Academic Vice Pre'.s ident.
Annual reviews of each probationary faculty member (Policy on
Academic
Freedom and Tenure, Section 3g) shall include a meeting
W
ith the
faculty member and shall be reported in writing by the
department chairman.
·
·
t o th e
Copies of this report shal 1 b e given
faculty memb
th d
er, the tenured faculty of the department,
e ean

-
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and the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
midway through the probationary period shall
tenured faculty of the department,
who shall meet: with at least one outside consultant,
the faculty

Tenured faculty mernb

departments

and competence

the faculty member

also be consulted.

and the faculty member

ember and

to those of
outside consultant

another depar

acceptable to the faculty

other

shall be persons
department chairman.

Should no person be mutual!

the faculty member and

the chairman shall each name

consultant.

A written

report of this evaluation, prepa

by the department chairman,

shall be given

, the tenured faculty members,

I

the outside consultant,

the Vice President for

Academic Affairs.

inions dissent'ng from the majority view

shall be included

report, which sh 11 include an explicit

statement that the faculty member• s progres toward tenure is or
is not
If the faculty member's regress toward
tenure
unsatisfactory, he or she ·11 be given a
contract f r more than one additional year only in exceptional
nces, and with the approval of the dean and ~cademic Vice
Presi ent.
The final review for the tenure decision shall also 'nclude
consultation with at least one outside expert, as outlined
ana a similar

tion either

report shall be prepared to accompany

for or against awarding tenure.

9 -
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of the college, and the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The review midway through ·the probationary period shall
include an evaluation by the tenured faculty of the department.
Outside consultants, expert in the faculty member's field, and
tenured faculty members fro m other departments whose interests
~d competence are related to those of the faculty member, may

also be consulted.

These consultants shall be persons acceptable

to the faculty member and the department chairman.

A written .

report of this evaluation, prepared by the department chairman,
shall be given to the faculty member, the tenured faculty members,
the outside consultaht(s), the dean, an_d the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Any opinions dissenting from the majority

in the report, which shall include an
exp~icit_ statement that the fa.cul ty member's progress toward

t ~

&'t

~

-n.c IAc-..-t..,,~1Y ,. ~ .~'' l •

9-/ Jfe ../acJf6,

Geu> ~

-~ «: ,·, ((. /::. ._,.., ..,_,,

enure/\s considered unsatisfactory, he or sne will be given a
contract for more than one additional year o·n ly in exceptional
circumstances, and with the approval of the dean and Academic
Vice President.
The fina+ ·review for the 'te~~re decision · -shall also include
consultation with at least one .outside expert, and a similar
report h 1
\
s a 1 be prepared to acc;mpany the recommendation either
for or a .
gainst awarding tenure.

~

I

- 10 -
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c.

3.

Temporary one-year appointments may continue to be made

in various parts of the University.

Persons on such appointments

may be reappointed for a second or third year if mutually agreeable
to the faculty member and the department or college involved.

4.

A number of persons may be employed to staff administrative

posts at UNM on non-probationary contracts carrying faculty titles.
Such appointments shall normally imply continuation from year to
year, but without presumption of tenure.

5.

UNM will not award immediate tenure to newly appointed

faculty members except in occasional cases dictated by University
needs.
6.

Faculty members who may be in a department with declining

enrollments and who wish to do so may retrain or prepare themselves
in another field or discipline.

When available resources permit,

special leaves at full pay for the specific purpose of retraining
may be considered for approval upon the recommendation of the department chairperson and dean under whom the retrained faculty
ember would serve•

7• Various ways of making early retirement more attractive
ana feasible
ana 6S

Some faculty now between 55

years of age might be attracted to early retirement or a

reduced load

Offer

should be considered.

1.· f

the

retirement system could be modified so as to

more substantial retirement benefits than are now available.

'l'he f

easibility of an improved retirement plan should be actively

- 11 -
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explored by the Regents, Administration, and Faculty.

c.

8.

The Faculty and Administration, through already established

conunittees, shall explore the possibility of including part-time
faculty in our tenure plan.

- 12 REPORT ON FLEXIBILITY AND FACULTY TURNOVER AT UNM
(Academic Freedom and Tenure Conunittee, September 30, 1974).
The composition of 681 full-time UNM faculty as of
Fal l, 1974, is 389 persons with tenure, 186 on probationary
appointments, and 106 on non-probationary (temporary ) appointments.

Retirements of tenured faculty through 1980 will

average 6.5 persons annually, and the number of tenured persons
not returning for other r easons has averaged 8.5 persons
annually in the last two years, a total of 15 tenured persons
per year.

The non-returning rate among probationary faculty

i s close to 10 percent annually (about 26 persons) , and it

would appear that not over 20 percent of those remaining from
any given year's complement of probationary faculty enter
tenured positions annually in the succeeding years.

The non-

returning rate among temporary faculty has been about 33%
annually (24 persons out of 73 from February, 1973, to Fall,
1973) •

The number of faculty holding probationary appointments
has already declined from 286 in February, 1973, to 186 in

September, 1974.

over the same period tenured faculty increased

by 52, from 337 to 389, and temporary faculty increased from

73 to 106.

A 15 percent movement of probationary faculty into

t enure per year and replacement of half of the probationary
Positions vacated by non-returns with temporary appointments, ·
in co,.,,,._
·
·
uu;J.nation
with the rates above accounts very close l Y f or

the a t
c Ual changes in the last two years, as follows:

Tenure
Feb

·'

l

973 (actual)

337

Probationary
286

Temporary
73

01 2

yROM ACADEMIC FREEDOM & TENURE COMMITTEE)

RRECTED

:m GE FOR

ITEM 4, OCTOBER MEETING OF UNIVERSITY FACULTY (page 13)

Tenure
Probation to tenure
Non-return

Probationary

43

-43

-14

-29

-24

15

38

366

229

87

34

-34

-15

-23

-29

12

40

Replacement
Fall, 1973 (Calculated)
Probation to tenure
Non-return

Temporary

Replacement
Fall, 1974 (Calculated)

385

184

98

Fall, 1974 (Actual)

389

186

106

The following table shows, by years to 1978, the dynamics
of change in an initial faculty of 700, divided into 400 tenured,
200 probationary, and 100 temporary faculty at the start.

The

figures assume a 15 percent annual movement of probationary
faculty into tenure status.

Three policies are applied to

faculty replacing tenured and probationary appointees who do not
return in the following year.
by temporary appointments:

These are:

(1) 1000/o replacement

(2) 500/o replacement by probationary

appointments: and (3) 1000/o replacement by probationary appointments. 1
Policy (1)
Ten Prob Temp Open
1974 400

200

100

1975 415

150

135

1976 422

113

1977 423
1978 420

l

Policy ( 3)

Policy (2)
Ten Prob Temp Open

Ten Prob Temp Open
400

200

100

68

415

185

100

68

133

71

427

173

100

67

122

148

74

437

163

100

66

106

162

77

445

155

100

66

400

200

100

68

415

168

117

165

76

425

142

85

192

82

430

64

216

88

432

The rem . .
non
aining assumptions are: non-returns among tenured= .0375:
~ -returns among probationary= .10: non-returns among temporary
a • 3~; replacement of remaining deficit positions by temporary
PP<>intments.

Tenure
Proba t · on to tenure
Non-retur

43

-43

-14

-29

Probation to
Non-return

Probationary

Temporary

15

38

229

87

34

-34

-15

-23

- 29

Replacement

40

Fall , 1974

385

Fall, 1974 (Actual)

389

;

/84

98

186

106

I

shows, by years to 1978, the dynamics

of change in an initial

ul:;r;;:'f 700 , divided into 400 tenured,

200 probationary, and 100 te . porary faculty at the start .

The

figure s assume a 15 perceJ:\/~al movement of probationary
faculty into tenure statls .

irhree policies are applied to
\

/

faculty replacing tent&ed and pro~

appointees who do not

return in the folloJng year .

I

by temporary ap,1n tmen ts ;

(1) 100% replacement

( 2}

by proba ti onu ry

appointments; 9 nd (3) 100% replacement py probationary appointments . 1
Policy ( 3)
Ten' Prob Temp Open I Ten Prob Temp .Ope
Ten Prob Temp Open
1974 ~ - -......._, -··-·· -·- ·"···-··---·- ------- -····-······ - ···-··· ... . ·· ·-\- ---··- ····----- ··-·· ---·· . ..
0 0 200 100
400 200 100
\ 400 200 100

1~

1975 4
1 15

150

135

53

415

175

110

53

185

100

53

1976

1 4 22

128

150

60

425

156

119

53

174

100

52

977

: 4 2s

96

179

65

432

141

127

55

164

100

50

1978

I 4 23

12

20s

10

431

129

134

56

100

49

I;:--_

434

The rema . .
non- ret ining assumptions are : non-returns among tenured= .037 5;
= . 33 . ~rns among probationary= .10; non-returns among temporary
apn~0 1· ntments.
'
cplacement of r emaining de fi cit positions by temporary
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severa l conclu s ions emerge f rom t hi s e x ercise:

(a ) The

numbe r of t enured fa culty is not much c hanged b y applying the
alternative polici es a nd does not rise dramatically in any
case; (b ) t he number o f open posi t ions (a va i labl e t o hire )
remains substantial e ven under po l icy #3.
The number of open positions shown are those that wou ld
be availab l e for rea llocation among teach i ng units in t he
University i f a policy t hat required justificati on f o r r e tention
of budgeted positions were adhered to.

The flex i bi lity pro-

vided by 50 positions is massive when one notes t hat one percent
of total facu l tyc:apacity is 7 positions.

Th irty-fiv e positions

can accommodate a shift of 5 percentage points in effective
load among teaching units.

With approximately 5 0 teach ing

units, such a shift req uires that the average differentia l
annual growth among departments be plus or minus 10 percent .
To have this degree of differential growth some individual
departments would have to experience change of plus a nd minus
20 percent annually.

If tenure periods are extended and requirements strengthen e d ,
it is not unreasonable to expect that the rate of movement of

probationary faculty into t e nured s tatus would drop to around
lo percent annually.

This rate, combined with a 10 percent

non-return rate among probationary faculty and a pol icy of
mai ntaining the number of probationary faculty at 2 0 0, would
pr oduce a near-equilibrium in the c omposition of

UNM

faculty

at its present mixture. under these conditions 2 0 accessions
to t
enure per year are expected, resulting in a net increase
in t
(This would be balan ced b y
enured faculty of 5 per year.

- 15 -
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a net decrease in temporary faculty of the same number.)

The

number of positions available for reallocation annual l y under
this policy averages 41 over the next five years, given the
current non-return rate of temporary faculty. 2

Further, main-

taining the pool of candidates for tenure positions ensures
a continuous rather than a diminishing flow of the best potential members into the younger brackets of the Uni versity's
senior community.

This is important beyond the five-year

horizon, when the depletion rate among the current tenured ranks
will increase.

----

2This
· should be mentioned,
·
sh' ft·rat e, it
can be increased a t wi· 11 as
J.
ing academic demands appear.
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John N. D
Tenure
The attached proposal is sent to you as the result of
a request from the departmental chairmen of the College
of Arts and Sciences to the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Conunittee. The Committee considered the proposal and
did not accept it but has authorized its distribution
to the Faculty . for consideration in connection with t he
October 8 faculty meeting.
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(Gil Merkx and Henry Ellis)
A.

Introduction

The tenure revision plan contained in this document
represents an attempt to respond to the concerns voiced by
the Administration and Regents over the need to maintain
flexibility in University programs should enrollments enter
a steady state or even decline. At the same time it responds
to the concerns voiced by many faculty members that any plan
adopted should not over-react to possible contingencies by
weakening tenure protection, reducing the competitive position
of the University, or creating a stratum of second-class
faculty members with minimal security and incentive.
In many respects this plan contains features similar
to the Tenure Position Plan proposed at the Faculty Meeting
of Se~ternber 10, 1974. In addition, by recommending the
creation of a University-wide Tenure Review Committee, this
plan ~as strengthened one feature of the September 10 plan.
More importantly, this plan has modified the September 10 plan
by suggesting that initial three-year term appointments may
be followed, in cases of demonstrated excellence or promise,
by three-year probationary appointments leading to tenure,
as allowed by University needs.
f
I~ is our belief that this plan allows ample latitude
bor University flexibility should problems arise that cannot
e handled by reallocating positions made available by the
normal turnover rate. Should the plan be adopted, the proiortion of faculty on tenure or probation for tenure will drop
or each of the first three years the plan is in effect, as
~~w faculty are given initial three-year term appointments.
y ereafter, as each faculty member concludes his or her threeiear ap~ointment, positions will be available for reallocating
t~ the.interests of flexibility. At any given point of time,
reelulniversity has three years of lead time in which to
a oca te
· ·
· ons are
fill
. positions,
and insofar as reallocate d posi· t 7
fl ~d with faculty on initial term appointments, continuous
exibility will be maintained.
Plo At the same time, those faculty members who accept eI?.
to Yinent on an initial term-contract basis will have the incentive
andw~r~.for the increased security of probationary co~tracts
\lnd
imately tenure without losing credit for service rendered
er the t erm appointment.
'
·
·t Y s
abi1·
This will increase t h e Universi
i zat7ty to retain outstanding junior faculty, increase organClas~onal commitment, and prevent the establishment of a twosystem of faculty status.
1

of th!h~ 9University of New Mexico anticipates for the balance
?O's a "steady state" situation with no appreciable

-
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increase or decrease in either student enrollment or number
of faculty positions unless the University extends markedly
its programs and services throughout the State of New Mexico.
If this assumption is valid, the University must take the
necessary steps both now and during the next few years to
maintain sufficient flexibility to be able to respond to shifts
in student enrollments among present programs, and to provide
for the initiation of new programs including those which may
extend the University's programs and services throughout the
State. "Flexibility" as used here means the ability of the
institution, when necessary, to shift some faculty positions
from one department or college to another.
In order to achieve and maintain needed flexibility during
the next few years without at the same time creating other
problems, it seems appropriate for U.NM to (1) indicate its
support of certain basic principles related to faculty appointments, and (2) take a number of specific steps.
B.

Basic Considerations

1. Commitments to all faculty members including those
now ~erving in probationary appointments at UNM will be honored,
barring developments of circumstances over which the institution
has.n~ control. Implementation of this principle means that
decisions about tenure of faculty members now holding probationary
~ontracts will, as in the past be based on their performance
in the four areas outlined in the Faculty Handbook: teaching;
scholarship, research, and other creative work; service; and
personal characteristics.
• Agreements, including contracts, for all faculty members
t o be 2ap
·
·
·
s f . . pointed
in the future shall be clear, precise,
an d in
m~ ~icient detail to avoid ambiguity, misunderstanding, and
alsi~terpretation with respect to the nature and extent of the
PP0 intment
·
· · t ing,
·
nonr
. • For example, those signing
term, visi
or . .
d t P obationary administrative contracts will from the beginning
0 ~ :hof their employment know exactly what the terms and options
ose contracts are.

Mexi 3 • .rn all faculty appointments, the University of New
as co will consistently support its affirmative action program
approved by the Regents.

c. ~

Plan

-----=.:.

in thl • Department and college faculties shall be more rigorous
e appl ication
·
·
· recommendat·
of the minimum requirements fort h eir
Perfo~ons concerning awarding of tenure. The same areas of
to be ance. as now listed in the Faculty Handbook will continue
lllance Used in assessing the performance; high levels of perforand more specific documentation of performance will be

0199
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required. Normally, there must be affirmative and specific
evidence of excellence in the several categories or performance
being assessed (teaching; scholarship, research, or other
creative work; service; and personal characteristics), especially in the first two. Departments and colleges shall be
responsible for informing probationary faculty of these expectations and the implications of them individually.
The maintenance of rigorous requirements for the awarding
of tenure will be reivewed by a University Tenure Review Committee appointed by and responsible to the Academic Vice President.
The Committee shall have the power to reivew all positive
recorrunendations for tenure and forward recommendations to the
Academic Vice President regarding either individual cases or
college policies in applying the tenure criteria. This committee
shall consist of three faculty members from the College of Arts
and Sciences, two each from the Colleges of Education, Engineering,
and Fine Arts, and the School of Medicine, and one from each of
t~e other degree-granting Colleges and Schools. This Universityw7de committee, in addition to the current college committees,
will ensure uniformity in the rigor of evaluation policies
among the several schools and colleges.

27 In order to attract and hold competent faculty members,
~he University shall continue to provide for some appointments
in P:o~a~ionary status based upon a realization of the need for
flexibility but also of the need to attract highly qualified
persons to the faculty.
However, the normal initial contract
at
th
·
a
.e instructor and assistant professor levels will be a term
ppointment of three years.
be

Facultymemberswith initial term appointments can expect to
employed, barring conditions over which the institution has
no control, for a period of three years provided the member's
P~rformance continues to be satisfactory. During the third year
~n ~he faculty member's appointment, his or her performance
If h7 four areas specified in the Handbook will be evaluated.
andt~is performance shows excellence or promise of excellence,
membif the University's need for flexibility permits, the faculty
Ap ~r may be offered a second appointment of three years.
mopointment to a second three-year appointment will automatically
te~e the ~aculty member to probationary status in respect to
Par~re, with his or her previous service being considered as
0 ~ the probationary record.
is
The decision on whether tenure
in ~~~it~d according to the Handbook criteria will be made
Year
si~th year. Faculty members not granted a secon~ threeas w·~lpointment will be given a terminal one-year appointment,
i
those not reconunended for tenure in the sixth year.
tenurFor.faculty members awarded tenure in the sixth year,
this e 1wil~ be effective in the seventh year. The essence of
consiPtan is that it entails two stages: the first stage
Possi~ls of a three-year terminal appointment, followed by a
e three-year probationary appointment.

2 0
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3. Temporary one-year appointments may continue to be
made in various parts of the University. Persons on such
appointments may be reappointed for a second or third year
if mutually agreeable to the faculty member and the department
or college involved.
4. A number of persons may be employed to staff administrative posts at UNM on non-probationary contracts carrying
faculty titles. Such appointments shall normally imply
continuation from year to year, but without presumption of
tenure.
5. UNM will not award immediate tenure to newly appointed
faculty members except in occasional cases dictated by University
needs.
6. Probationary periods for new faculty members who are
offered initial probationary contracts shall not be shortened
as frequently or as markedly as they have been in recent years.
The ~aximum and normal probationary periods shall be seven years
for instructors, six years for assistant professors, four years
for associate professors, and three years for full professors.
These periods will be increased by one-half year for appointments
cormnen~ing in Semester II except for instructors. Shortened
probationary periods shall be offered to a new appointee only
:ide: s~ecial circumstances and only upon the recommendation.of
maJority of the tenured members in the department, the chair~erson~ the dean of the college, and the vice president for
cademic affairs.
7. Faculty members who may be in a department with declining
en~ollments and who wish to do so may retrain or prepare themse v~s in another field or discipline. When available resources
~:~i~,.special leaves at full pay for the specific purpose of.
of t~ining may be considered for approval upon the recommen~ation
fa
e department chairperson and dean under whom the retrained
culty member would serve.
D.

Recommendations

1
·
·
and fe·
. V arious
ways of making early retirement
more at t rac t·ive
and 65 asible should be considered. Some faculty no~ between 55
red
Years of age might be attracted to early retirement or a
Offuced load if the retirement system could be modified so as to
Theefr mo:e substantial retirement benefits than are now available.
·
· 1Y
eX!>lo easib i· 1 ity
of an improved retirement plan should b e active
red by the Regents, administration and faculty.

cornzni~· The faculty and administration, through already established
facuitte~s, shall explore the possibility of including part-time
yin our tenure plan.

U,GU ~
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DATE:

March 4, 1974

The University Faculty
The Committee on Entrance and Credits
The Institution of a Test Requirement for Graduating Seniors

Recent curricular innovations, non-traditional degree programs
trends toward more open admissions, changing grading practices, and
external pressures for institutional accountability have increased the
need for an evaluation of curricula and assessment of student progress.
A well-designed examination program can indicate the general impact of
a college education, progress toward general education goals, and/or
achievement in a particular field of study.
The Educational Testing Service provides an examination program
called the Undergraduate Program. Three types of tests are available
in this program; these are the Aptitude Test, the Area Tests and the
Field Tests. This program is the most widely used undergraduate examination program in colleges and universities throughout the country.
Representatives of minority groups play an active part in Undergraduate
Program test development and review. If the University decides to adopt
an examination program, it is recommended that this service be used.
The specific recommendations of the Cormnittee on Entrance and
Credits to the faculty are:
1.

That the Undergraduate Program Aptitude Test be required
of all bachelor degree candidates during the fall semester
of their senior year. This test will provide a measure of
verbal and quantitative abilities of the student. It will
require 90 minutes to administer. Because the ACT tests are
also ability tests measuring verbal and quantitative abilities
and required of incoming freshmen, and because the resolution
of the Board of Deans of the University recommended the
possibility of a similar. post-test, it would appear that
the Aptitude Test would sample the same kinds of abilities
the Board of Deans wishes to have measured just prior to
the student's graduation. The test allows for national
comparisons and can also be correlated with the entering ACT
ability levels. In addition, the Undergraduate Program
Aptitude Test has been statistically equated to the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) Aptitude Test making it possible
for the student to assess potential admission to graduate
programs using the GRE scores for admission. No transcript
service is provided by the Undergraduate Program.
The Aptitude Test would likely prove more desirable than the
Area Tests which had been required when the Graduate Record
Examination was an all-university requirement. The reason
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for this is that the Area Tests are more achievement oriented
in the fields of humanities, social science, and natural
science. General Education requirements have been modified
considerably by most of the degree-granting colleges over the
last several years. As a result, several of the colleges have
become liberal with regard to group requirements; and, therefore, many students graduate without having taken any significant
amount of work in the areas measured by their tests. Perhaps
more importantly the BUS program presently accounts for
approximately one-fifth of all baccalaureate candidates, and
the nature of this degree program is totally unstructured.
Therefore, large numbers of degree candidates will have completed little or no course work in one or more of these areas.
Thus, a measure of verbal and quantitative abilities would
appear to furnish more useable information of the variety
sought by the academic deans and data which can estimate
institutional impact when compared with Freshmen ACT scores.

2.

It is recommended that the Area Tests also be required
either of all graduates or a representative sample of graduates
of each degree program. The information obtained could prove
valuable to any college that feels that their graduates should
evidence some minimal ability in each of these three areas.
If a degree program's current structure is such that the Area
Tests reveal a coDllllon weakness, curricula changes could be
considered in the light of this information. The Area Tests
would require three hours of test time.

3,

The Field Tests which are basic subject matter tests in specific
disciplines such as chemistry, mathematics, etc. are available
if any department wished to require its majors to complete the
field test. This could be done on a department-by-department
basis.

of 1 In conclusion it is recommended that the Aptitude Test be required
1 seniors in the fall semester of their senior year as a minimum
be ;:r~ity requirement; that preferably both the Aptitude. and . Area tests
to bo~hired if time and finances permit to provide richer information
hat th the student and various colleges for curricula development; and
ntal e Field Tests should be exclusively a matter of individual departdetermination.

n/

Students

his

il

w 1 not be subject to any additional fees in order to satisfy

graduation requirement.

D1s!tonrsty

111

A

rlr1111

l/11//(' Jj

t i1,, s lud ... r, t , thr per~o nnrl ,l,•:u,. an,i t h,· a,·;,

0

<'." ,; ': '- ,: ..-:.i n

con.:cr'1:U

Di."honesty on the part of a stuclcnL i11 con11cction with either

course mate1·ial or st11dC'nt records is a .,.;crio11s matter involvi11g
the possibility of disciplinary action. Since the mcmbe1·s of the
faculty have n direct responsibility in the enforcement of the

~

stan<Jards inrnh·ed, the following formal statement was prepared, incorporatin;;r the current regulation and the procedures
for implementing it.

On the whole, experience shows that student comm:ttee members de::.1
as rigorously with dishonesty as do administrative officials, in,ii"idual
!acuity members, Cir faculty committees. More important than consi;;tency
or rigorousness of punishment, however, is the simple consideration that
student government, student self-reliance, and student responsibility develop
furtr.er and more firmly wh~n student repres.?ntatives actua!ly take a role
in dealing with stude nt behavior.
In order to be as fair as possible to students, it is recommended that
faculty members teaching lower division courses inform the class, at the
beginning of each course, as to their policy and the University policy with
reference to dishonest academic practices. Students thus informed will
thereafter have no basis for pleading ignorance of regulations.

J)JSJIONESTY IN ACADE;\IIC ;\IATTEUS

1. The followin~ statement appears among the scholastic regulations
listed in the General Catalog:

i'DISTIO~ESTY I~ ACADE:\II C MATTEltS
Every student is expcctcrl to al,idc by the hi1:hcst standards of honor·
able comluct in academic matters. Dil;honcst action in connection with
kst-;, qni1.Zes, or assis:rnmenls, whether in the clnssroom or not, generally will be cause for dismissal from the University.
Non-discJC1sure or misrepresentation in filling out applications or
other University records will make a stu<lC'nt liable for disciplinary
action, includini:= pCl~sible dismi s!'al from the University."

2. V,heR a •·iglati9R ef Uie n~ula~iim e~e.irs in eeRnt>etilln witft-il.
ceurre, EfR1iRar, er aRy &t.her 11ee.1l1 mie Retivity uRilel' ihe direet.ieR ef a
fMttll .. l'l,eml er, lfle\ f11e'llll.y mem'het' is 11~1tl1eri1.etl te t11he ,,.A&hvev 1u•tieR
:be ,Jggms apprepriet.e, \iwt i:ie m~y 1111t. i1npere ;my jiQR:ilty i;:i 1ff~ess ef aR
"j"" iR tAe w11·n&1 a11 I l~e i11 ·0l'll11t11,y wit.lulrn,..11ol ef \he st."111lent. f, 1i,11 \Ae
class lVhcno:·cr be irupnsos tAiiJ ~enAlty, t~e iAr.t11 1a1e,0r 6AR11 in1M1@Biat»1!ly
iep•nt 'Re aRG@ iA hil lieleil in .. iiti,af!: tA tfle Ch11irmen ef the SI.Y&eRt
Standards Con1n1Htoa TPia CerHHtttCAe MH~Y thPM iR1~ese e~e'k Rfidit.ieRal
poRwdty as Eean1& apJ>repri•te.
It is "]so in,portant . le t>eint ~ut thAt \19£9.-e a feey\t,y

fHP.R1l:ler

tr1lu!&

action oc anr alleRn«f ario12tion oC 1biR 1·ule, he rh91c1ld l=le 00rlniR \1,at ha Jere
solid iPconf ro,·orl i!tle a1·idnnoo fo liatpport bis ,·h·i l'f"P
:i. \';hc:n the violntion 0~1·urs in l'(111nl'l·lion wilh any test or 1·xa1,1in:ition
n<lt ,,,nn<'cted with a c<>111 ~<'. l,11t ,11!.1,ini»tr•rral J.~· nn offi .. cr of th1· Unin·r-

s itr, the per snn unrh.-r who~,· au ~pi n·-s lhe ar:1<k11iic violatir,n occnrs shall
tran smit in writinf! to thC' Chai, man 1,f th l' Stu.Jl'nt Slanclards Com n,itlec a
st.alrm•·nl nhout the ,·iohtion, ~vn d in l,!" :1 c:irloon ,opy to th<' slu<h•nt, the
personnel dc;-111, an,! \ht· n,:id,·111i c al. ·:111 ,o11H·1·rr,(•1!. Tlac: Con,111itte,:, in turn,
will take action on the 111 ;-iltcr. ~..t tin~ tlw 1w nalt.y accorrling- to its authority.
-t. All ca~Ps of r.'>n -Jisdus111 c or 111isn•pn•:.,·11lation of inform:ition will
he referred to the Er.ti ancc and Cn·dils Con1mit:ce.
5. Action t.il<en by cithcr till' ~tudt'nt Stan,lards Co1omil\.t.·e or the En·
l· :ance an<l Crl·d its Co11;rr.1ttc,' ~hnll l ,e ,·on,pldccl as Sl)On a s possiLle hut not
1,ilcr than thirty days after violation is reported, and shall be reported t.o
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2. Actions taken by a faculty member in
response to violations of academic regulations are subject to review by the Student
Standards Policy, Article A, Section 1.

STUDENT STANDAIWS POLICY
A. Jurisdiction and Membership of the Studt•nt Standarcls fommittec
Srction 1. J11risrlictio11. The Student Stnndnrds Cc,mmilt.(·c is a i:c11ring
board for disciplinary matters c,mccrnin~ ihe stu,J..r,t cr,lllmunily except
dis, ipli11ary matters subject to th,, jurisdieiion of the Slud~rit P.adio and
Studl'r.t Publication<; Boards. C:is,.-s 1nay cnnH· ht:forc the C•,1 ,,rnitt1·c r,n the
na .. tion of any member of the Univ,•rsit)· c-on11111rnily. II 11y sltal•:11t ,•. i.,, feels
that he hns been unju F:tly Jis<·iplin1·d by any othC'r rarnpus l,oa1d r, r nn ,J111itl<'1' 111· by an official of the Univ1•rsitr has tllC' ri1~ht tn appr·al t " lh'.! C'ommit-O
t.-1•. 111 all cases, an evc-n ,Jivision 011 tlw c .. rnmiltec shall he lrr·:.'t·d as
dd1·r:1,1_ination t~at no di:;ciplinc Ill! irnpo~c,l. . . .
.
.
0
inc Comn11tlcr ma! affirn, ')r 1t:\·1·r:,r· d ,,,,·,plana , y a rt;,.;i :.,r,-:.Jy t n!-:0 ,1 ~
In c:,scs where the :.rl1c,n has nol y1·t h,·,·11 ta: ... n, ll.,! c;,,: 11ri,ilt., , . .-,..,:i:,- ,;ca·idc whether disciplinary al'lion sh1,11J.I lw t:ih·n. and if so. th,• •::d, ·r,t of
it. Decisions of ti:e Committee may bt! npp(•nl,·d to t.lw l'rc~i,kn t of th e
University by any of the parties involved.
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